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ABSTRACT
Not many years ago, the relationship of society and technology was related to a
previous understanding or training of the different ways in which users could interact
with them. It was common to receive training to operate different electronic devices
such as computers or to receive training to handle various applications, such as
spreadsheets for example.

However, technology advances very fast, and it has become more intuitive and more
comfortable to interact and incorporate into people lives almost transparently.
Similarly, many of the technology described in numerous science fiction stories in
some cases have become a reality today.

One of the latest technologies that simulate to have a normal conversation with a
human being is digital voice assistants, in which people without any previous training
can almost establish a nearly normal conversation with those devices. Smart Personal
Assistants (SPA) can help us to simplify activities at home. Similarly, with those devices,
one can search for information on the Internet, buy products, make shopping lists,
make calls, listen to music and do much more. The opportunities that these devices
give us are extensive, and the limits are only tied to what people can do with its voices.

Whereas, to the extent that hands-free digital assistants (SPA) become more prevalent
in homes and businesses, different elements of society (Academics, scientists and
engineers) have raised their hands pointing out the risks to the privacy and security
that these devices have generated.

There are press reports, and even the companies producing these devices have
admitted in some cases that they have heard private conversations that those devices
have transmitted without the knowledge of the owners of the SPA.
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Although only using voice people can interact with the device; this feature could
generate a breach in the security and privacy of the personal or family
communications exposing the life to unauthorised people or the companies that those
devices connect too.

The objective of this thesis is to demonstrate the flaws at the level of confidentiality,
integrity, availability and authentication of SPA devices, which can generate security
and protection problems of information that these devices can capture and process.

It will be introduced in this document, the life cycle of the SPA which composed of
eight stages. The first is of the interaction between the user and the SPA. The second
stage includes the information that is handled between the SPA and the home router.
The third concerns the voice software recognition used by the device owner company
to recognise the user´s utterance, process it and answer the user request. Web
applications and mobile applications to access these devices are related to the fourth
state of the ecosystem. States five and six point out the native applications and
applications developed by third parties, respectively. Other AI (Artificial intelligence)
cloud devices that work with SPAs are contained in stage seven of the ecosystem. The
last state of the ecosystem (Eight) is associated with the physical devices that can be
manipulated through SPA devices such as smart TVs, lights or smart plug, only to
mention some of them, which are managed through of its respective cloud companies.

It will be demonstrated through various security penetration tests, there are severe
and worrisome threats to the safety and privacy of the owners of those devices.

The digital forensic research will focus on obtaining useful artefacts which can use in a
court of law. Through of different tests, this document will prove that although there
are no standard procedures to develop digital forensic research on SPA devices, it was
possible to compile distinct data that may be useful in a court of law. Most of the
information was found, it was achieved analysing the data stored on mobile devices;
similarly, the data left on web-browsers proved to be meaningful; finally using no-APIs
official showed that Amazon-Echo-Dot v3, release valuable information.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.0 BACKGROUND

The advance in the understanding of nature and the evolution of knowledge in
different areas such as artificial intelligence (AI), Natural Language Processing (NPL),
cloud computing, machine learning, among others, have led to the surprising
flourishing of the Smart-Personal-Assistants (SPA). In recent years, that sort of devices
has become popular in households where every member family can interact with the
SPA through the voice.

The target behind SPA devices is that those gadgets can be operated only using the
voice; in other words, free of eye-activity or physical manipulation, letting the users do
other activities at the same time. People talk quicker than they type (Edu, Such,
Suarez-Tangil, 2019), and utilising voice for human-PC interaction can be viewed as
increasingly normal when contrasted with other interfaces to manipulate data, such as
mobile devices or physical terminals, such keyboards or bar code terminals (Kamm,
1995).

SPA is becoming extensively familiar in households today not only because of the ease
of interaction but also, because the SPA can connect with other devices such as the
Internet of Things (IoT) to set up “smart-homes” (Toni, 2019). It is forecast that in 2019
57 million of SPAs devices will be sold and that is, only in the USA (Yoffie, Wu, Sweitzer,
Eden, & Ahuja, 2018).

The SPAs are designed to be easily operated. Mainly, those devices record users’
utterances, after the user says the keyword; “Alexa” for Amazon, or “Hey-Google” for
Google-SPA. Then, the request is sent to the cloud service’s provider, where it is
evaluated. After that, depending on the request; it could be sent to the third-party skill
server, the SPA could ask for more information, or it could give one answer (Haack,
Severance, Wallace, & Wohlwend, 2017).
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SPAs are designed by default with some applications; such as retrieving real-time
news, traffic, weather, find web information; streaming music or radio; control other
IoT devices; buy products or interact with third-party applications, such as buying food
(Ford & Palmer, 2019). The SPAs are not expensive devices, easy to use and, almost
any person can interact with them.

Due to the popularity of the different SPA gadgets keeps on expanding, questions
concerning user security have become of great concern. Are SPAs devices always
recording the conversations after the user say the keywords? How does the cloud
service provider manage the information recorded on those devices? What
mechanisms are there for the SPA to protect the data and to avoid strangers having
access to the data? Indeed, SPAs can be devices that in some way might bring several
advantages. However, most people today are not aware of the several risks that may
come with those devices if they are used in the wrong way.

Another challenge that those devices have brought today is: How to run criminal
investigations where those devices may be involved? Are there voices record that
could be retained in those devices might have critical information to help with
investigations? For example, in Bentonville, Arkansas 2015, a man was murdered, and
one Amazon Echo device was found on the scene. After long litigation, Amazon
manufacturer of the device was forced by a requirement of law to provide the
information requested by the authorities to sought evidence that may be stored in the
Amazon Echo speaker (voice records) (Augenstein, 2016).

Currently, the techniques to carry out criminal investigations involving these devices
are either limited or non-existent.

There are two goals in this research. The first is to evaluate the security in terms of
privacy, authentication and protection of data for two specific SPA devices; AmazonEcho-Dot v3 and, Google-Home-Mini of Google. The evaluation of security will base on
executing numerous security penetration tests to reveal what sort of data may derive
from those tests which could compromise user’s data privacy and protection.
2

The second goal is related to the collection of information to execute digital forensic
research with the target of obtaining artefacts which can be presented in a court of
law. How it is possible to acquire the data? What sort of data can be obtained? What
SPA devices studied in this document may release more digital forensic evidence?
What stage of the SPA’s ecosystem could reveal more digital forensic artefacts?

Aside from the above aims, this work aims to develop a framework for future
researchers in this area.

The following are the five key research questions that this investigation to target to
answer.
Q1: What is the weakest security stage in the SPA's ecosystem, and why?
Q2: What attacks on the SPA can disclose a user’s personal information?
Q3: What sort of personal data might be revealed from these attacks?
Q4: Which SPA device Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 or Google-Home-Mini offers better security, privacy
and data user’s protection?
Q5: What information can be collected executing digital forensic test in SPA’s ecosystem?

1.1 PROBLEM AREAS

To the extent that technology encompasses more aspects of the daily lives, the
consumer society relies on technological advances that can help us be more productive
and faster. Nowadays, the advancements in technology encompass different aspects of
life; for example, people use wearables devices to improve the physical condition,
persons use the Internet to seek different types of information, GPS is used to find the
best path, only to mention a few cases. Thus, the day-to-day privacy is recorded
between different devices (Smartphone, wearables-devices, and other electronic
gadgets), which in the wrong hands may compromise the personal information.
Likewise, almost all the personal information on the internet is managed by a few
companies such as Facebook, Google or Amazon, where the incorrect use of the data
may generate security/privacy issues.

3

1.2 MOTIVATION
This section will discuss the motivations to develop this study and why SPAs devices
were chosen as the central topic for this research.

Firstly, speech is an essential method between human beings to transmit, exchange
ideas, and thoughts between individuals. When human beings are born to this world
crying is a signal of our birth - the first experience of lives. Consequently, the audible
communication is a natural ability that human beings possess.

The second reason for this research is based on the fact that the Internet has become
the prevalent tool where people share, store, process any information. Nowadays,
people use laptops, computers and smart-phone to be in contact with colleagues,
friends and relatives. To use those devices, people must have some training to interact
with them. On the other hand, SPA devices are designed to be used by any person by
simply speaking to them. There is no training required to use them. Consequently, any
person can interact with smart speakers.

Thirdly, the world is witnessing a high consumption in the household to acquire these
SPA devices. People buy them for different reasons. Some buy them because they are
fashionable, others because SPA, in general, are cheap, and some household wants
then to set up smart-homes. Most people see the advantages that SPA’s bring, and the
SPA could be the new hub where the family could spend more time together.
However, most people cannot see the security issues that SPAs could also bring to the
lives. The privacy and security using of the information and data using those devices
may be in danger or be available to undesirable people.

Are we as society prepared, or at least aware that SPA speakers could be a threat to
the security and privacy? How far, as society are we allowing other people or
companies to have access to the personal information transmitted by those smart
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speakers? Finally, what kind of information the users are willing to share with smart
speakers’ assistants (SPAs)?

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THESIS

The thesis is constituted of six chapters. Section one is the introduction. Section two
present the research literature review. Section three specify and describe the research
methodology. Section four presents the research findings and analysis. Section five, it
will discuss the findings. Section six concludes the thesis.

Chapter one is where it will present the background of the SPA, the importance of the
research topic, the motivations for this research. The research questions that this
document will answer and thesis structure are also presented.

Chapter two presents the literature review that will be used to develop the research.
The literature review will be divided into two parts. The first division is concerned with
the security of SPA devices and what attacks might compromise SPA security. The
second division will cover all aspects of digital forensic tests to compile data to develop
digital forensic investigation.

Chapter three presents the research methodology. Chapter three also establishes the
critical research questions. It concludes with all the requirements to develop numerous
security penetration tests, describing hardware and software required.

Chapter four develops the distinct security penetration tests for two SPA speakers
(Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 and Google-Home-mini). The principal outcome is described and
presented in tables and figures formats together with an analysis of the data.

Chapter five is the discussion of the results, which is based on the main findings from
chapter four. This section will answer the research questions and will present a critical
reflection of the research showing its strength, deficiencies, and limitations.
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Chapter six will be the conclusion of the entire research. It will recapitulate the
research results. The chapter will describe the limitations of the current investigation,
and it will conclude with recommendations to improve the security of SPA devices, as
well as, presenting some suggestion for future work to collect data from those devices
to run the forensic analysis.

The last two parts are the reference and appendix sections.
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Chapter 2 Literature review

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Since computers evolved into part of the daily lives, people have always wished to
interact in a friendly way with them. Science fiction has several examples where
people interact using voice with different devices. It is easy to find many examples in
books on science fiction, movies or comic books. However, while only a couple of
decades back, hosting a meaningful conversation with a PC seemed not to be possible,
the innovation to make voice-activated devices helpful and generally accessible is now
a reality (Hoy, 2018). Advances in technology in the last years and the high demand
among buyers have led to the prices of SPAs become inexpensive, which has helped to
popularise these devices. More properties and abilities are being included
continuously every day. Users can do everything from making basic instructive
inquiries to requesting music, dialling their telephone, or switching lighting on and off
through voice commands.

2.1 HISTORY
2.1.1 Voice Assistant Origins
It tends to think that the ascent of machines that can imitate human voice are new
devices that the technology has just created. Voice assistants did not begin with the
debut of Amazon Echo or other SPAs in the 2000 century. The first historical evidence
of speech recognition can be found on Bell Laboratories in 1930 (Dudley, 1939; Dudley,
Riesz, & S. A. Watkins, 1939). In the 1960s, several research centres in Japan
constructed distinct hardware devices to recognise speech (Forgie & Forgie, 1959).
Some examples are, the phoneme recogniser made by Kyoto University developed by
Sakai and Doshita (Sakai & Doshita, 1962); and the digit recogniser elaborated by NEC
Laboratories, in 1963 (Nagata, Kato, & Chiba, 1963).
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2.1.2 Pre-Modern Natural Language Assistants
In the ‘70s and ‘80s decades, the first speech recognition system that was available to
the general public was Dragon’s software although it was not popular because of
prolonged “continue speech recognition (CSR)” drawbacks (Moblcy, Qu, Sit, & Wong,
1998). At the same time, IBM and AT&T Bell Laboratories were developing parallel
recognition systems; IBM built a system called “voice-activated typewriter” (VAT), the
fundamental capability of which was to change verbally expressed phrases and ideas
into a grouping of words of letters that might appear on a presentation or be
composed on document (Jelinek, Bahl, & Mercer, 1975). AT&T Bell Laboratories
fabricated a system named “speaker-independent”, where the target was to recognise
and distinguish diverse sound sources which led to the development of algorithms that
could understand the difference among distinct kind of accents, acoustic variability,
patterns and distance measures (Itakura, 1975).

The IBM and AT&T Bell Laboratories methods to deal with discourse acknowledgment
both had a significant impact on the advancement of human-machine speech
recognition innovation of the most recent two decades. One essential among these
endeavours, notwithstanding the distinctions, was that scientific formalism and
meticulousness began to raise as a particular and significant part of discourse
acknowledgment, for example, the construction of statistical methods, and the
improving of Hidden Markov model (HMM) framework (Jelinek, 1976; Levinson,
Rabiner, & Sondhi, 1986).

The laboratories Bell were the pioneer to introduce keywords for speech recognition.
The strategy of catchphrase spotting went for recognising a watchword or a keyexpression of some specific centrality that was installed in a more drawn out
articulation where there was no semantic essentialness to different words in the
expression. The requirement for such watchword spotting was to suit talkers who liked
to talk in regular sentences as opposed to utilising inflexible direction arrangements
while mentioning administrations, i.e., as though they were addressing a human
administrator (Wilpon, Rabiner, Lee & Goldman, 1990).
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2.1.3 Modern transitions to the smart speaker revolution
Around the year 2000, and because of to the advances in Natural Language Processing
(NPL), Machine Learning (ML), increase in computing power, and Artificial Neural
Networks, multiples companies around the world became interested in speech
recognition technology. However, there are only four companies in the world that are
vying to popularise the intelligent virtual assistants through distinct devices (Jadeja, &
Varia, 2017). These are Microsoft with Cortana, Amazon with Alexa, Apple with Siri and
Google with its assistants.

2.1.3.1 Cortana: It was constructed by Microsoft in 2014 and was released with
Windows 10 as a voice assistant. It is useful in getting weather reports, setting up
updates, telling jokes, sending messages, discovering records, seeking information on
the Internet. It has eight dialects customised for 13 nations. It helps to remember
things users have said besides other options. It is a web service. Cortana is available in
windows computers that work with windows 10, mobile phone with Mobile Phone
windows as OS and with Xbox (Zubairm, Bhat, & Lone, 2017).

2.1.3.2 Siri: Made its debut in October 2011 with the introduction of the iPhone 4S. In
the beginning, Siri only was a device that only worked with other Apple products,
when in 2016 Apple opened the Siri´s ecosystem to third companies. The device
adjusts to users´ language use, to use voicemail, transport service, messenger service,
and search on the internet. It was indicated by specific experts, Siri's innovation could
not hope to compare to other brilliant personal assistants: a 2017 investigation of the
exactness of answers to questions demonstrated that Siri responded to 62.2% of
inquiries effectively (Yoffie, Wu, Sweitzer, Eden, & Ahuja, 2018).

2.1.3.3 Alexa: Alexa is a cloud service voice technology. Its origin is in a British
company called “Evi”, which was acquired by Amazon in 2012.

It has a solid

comprehension of voice instructions from a long distance. Unlike the other
competitors, Amazon wants to become Alexa’s technology at a hub for the “smart
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home”. It is simple to buy products through the Amazon web structure through voice
utterances. It is open to outside designers (Jadeja & Varia, 2017).

2.1.3.4 Google home: Google Assistant first appeared on Google's informing
application “Allo” in 2016. Google Home has the qualities to provide the next
capabilities including calendar, radio, calculator, alarm, music, TV streaming,
dictionary, entertaining, shopping list, control of light, traffic, weather, news, and
surfing the web. Users can interface and gather together different Home speakers for
synchronised playback of music in each room (Tang, 2017).

2.2 WHAT ARE THE VOICE ASSISTANTS?
Voice smart speakers (SPA) are the realisation of the sci-fi fantasy of communicating
with PCs or smartphones by conversing with them. Microsoft with Cortana, Google
with its Voice-Assistant, Amazon with Alexa, and Apple with Siri are all application that
is executed on purposeful speaker gadget or cell phones. The device is always listening
for a keyword to activate itself. When the device heard the keyword, it registers the
user's sentence and transmits it to a specific server, where the information is
interpreted and translates as a request. Contingent upon the request, the cloud service
provide the request's user with suitable data to be returned to the user, produce the
media music mentioned by the user, or finish undertakings with different associated
IoT devices. The number of administrations that help voice directions is developing
quickly, and SPA gadget makers are additionally incorporating speech control with
their items (Hoy, 2018).

Novel progress in Natural Language Process (NLP), otherwise called computational
phonetics, has permitted voice assistant to make important advancements rapidly.
Hirschberg and Manning (2015) credit these ongoing enhancements in normal
communication handling to four elements:
•

An increment in processing power

•

The accessibility of much phonetic information
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•

The advancement of exceptionally active Machine Learning (ML) strategies

•

A lot more comprehension of the architecture of human communication and its
arrangement in diverse social settings.

2.3 WHAT CAN VOICE ASSISTANTS DO?
Albeit at present, each SPA has characteristics that differentiate it from other SPA
devices; they share a few similarities and can carry out the following assignments (Hoy,
2018):
•

Transmit and read instant words, effect telephone calls, and transmit and
interpret e-mail notifications.

•

Respond to simple informational utterances ("What is the current time? How
will be the weather for tomorrow? What was the last result for the lottery?");

•

Configure clocks, alerts, and timetable entries

•

Configure updates, create a shopping list, and do fundamental mathematics
operations.

•

Reproduce streaming content from associated services, for example, Amazon,
Google Play, BBC Radio, iTunes, Netflix, YouTube, Spotify, and Pandora.

•

Handle Internet-of-Things (IoT) to authorise gadgets, for example, indoor
regulators, lights, alerts, and bolts.

•

Read children's stories or read books

Notwithstanding these undertakings, voice assistants can include different capabilities,
frequently called "skills," in the case of Alexa, that extend their capabilities by
interfacing applications from thirds employing voice orders. Amazon's Alexa has
abilities to play different games such as Jeopardy, requesting the user standard
beverage from the nearby coffee-shop, and bringing Uber or DiDi utilising associated
account information. Google's Assistant has comparable abilities; however, it falls
behind Amazon in the number of accessible third-party apps due to being released
later (Moore & Clayton, 2017).
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Google Assistant additionally coordinates with various tools that enable users to build
their own applications. Utilising cloud assistance like Tasker and IFTTT (If that situation
happens then do that); users might develop abilities that will enable them to update
distinct social networks automatically, activate gadgets on and off, and perform
several different conceivable outcomes (Ovadia, 2014).

Voice assistants are accessible on most cell phone scenarios too; Google's aide is
incorporated into Android telephones and can be introduced as a different application
on the iPhone, albeit with a few highlights handicapped. Amazon's Alexa can be
installed on Android smartphones, and it can work in distinct iPhone iOS versions, and
Amazon and Microsoft are cooperating to set up Cortana in some Amazon gadgets and
Alexa to windows devices (Mark, 2017; Ewan, 2017).

At the moment, Amazon is the predominant player in the world because of release
home item first with an extensive applications library accessible out-of-the-box.
Google is integrating its SPA device to all other services it offers to strengthen its
ecosystem of services. Apple may likewise turn out to be the entire strong competitor
despite the arrival of HomePod late in the first months of 2017 because of the
expansion of more Applemarked associated home items. Microsoft is not probably
going to increase plenty due to does not have its SPA device, and because of Cortana
only can be used in devices with operating windows 10 or above (Ewan, 2017).
2.4 POSSIBLE FUTURE APPLICATIONS

Voice assistants can profoundly change how users collaborate with technology.
Nowadays, for some users, the requirement to type is a hindrance to obtaining
information. Voice assistants can send information to those users. Today people with
different kinds of impairments can benefit from this technology, for example, blind
people, people with arm amputations, and other physical handicaps. For instance, the
research carried out by Wolters, Klara, Kelly, and Kilgour (2016), has demonstrated
that the SPA might help people with dementia, giving an ever-present voice that can
address similar inquiries over and over without losing tolerance and offer consolation
whenever required.
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Another field where might benefit is education. It can support the learning processes
of students who have limitations associated with reading or listening. Smart speakers
might likewise read texts and other long-structure records for users. Even though they
sound to some degree to be mechanical, the vocal characteristics of voice partners are
quickly improving. When they enhance enough not to be unpleasant, each book could
be an audio-book.

Voice assistants additionally can improve the exchange among languages. Google is
building a new headphone that works with the Google-Translate to offer a service of
automatic translation. Users dispatch the application by requesting that the device
help them talk a language (Valentina 2017).

Speech auxiliary might be necessary for library promotion and the control also. There
are now mechanisms that enabled bookstores to build apps for speech assistants that
list attractions in the book room according to the schedule.

Coding particular

highlights that would allow visitants to hear specific declarations to establish their
priorities. Listen to whether the new material is now accessible.

More complicated works, for example, looking for specific information on databases
are most likely to be comfortable and faster using the voice than using the keyboard.

Voice assistants may likewise efficiently be modified to operate as virtual visit directs
in a museum or showrooms. Assistants might request that the SPA guide them
regarding a show, and the "Voice assistant" can peruse back arranged comments.

2.5 SMART HOME PERSONAL ASSISTANTS ARCHITECTURE
SPAs work in an ecosystem where there are other technologies associated.

One

advantage of this is its abilities are not limited to the physical device, but also the
associated technologies. They will develop alongside the expansion of creative ideas
on the Internet.
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Figure 2.1 exhibit the essential parts of the SPA system design. Every component has
the potential of being a possible assault spot for an opponent. Some of them are going
to be argued in chapter four.

Figure 2. 1: SPA architecture and its key components. Reprinted from “Smart Home Personal
Assistants: A Security and Privacy Review” by Edu, Such, and Suarez-Tangil, 2019, p. 4.

Stage one is the communication between users and SPA gadgets. SPA’s devices, for
example, Amazon Echo are furnished with ground-breaking receivers, and the gadget
itself comprises of a speech mediator that register users' expressions. To utilise the
SPA, the voice translator must be online. Many voice translators are frequently waiting
and keep running at the background. When it gets the keyword, the SPA turns into
register mode. When the keyword is caught, the user's command voice is passed to
analogue to digital to be analysed by the SPA device.

Stage 2. Now, the first audio has become a digital record which is transmitted towards
the household switch-router to the SPA cloud service company for in-depth analysis.
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Stage 3. The digital file is sent at the cloud to be studied by the Natural Language
Process (NLP) to analyse the utterance and to deliver a reaction. Registering in the
cloud, NLP will mine importance from online sources and the gadget's database to
create a suitable response.

Stage 4. Users connect to their cloud service providers can interact with the devices;
similarly, user can see records of their applications.

Stage 5. Next, the Cloud-Company will revise if has a native application that can fulfil
the user's request. In that case, it processes the user's request with the best possible
answer and transmits an answer back to the “smart speaker” gadget (SPA).

Stage 6. If for some reason, there is not any native app ready for use, the SPA cloud
service sends the request to a third-party application. These are ordinarily facilitated
in a remote web administration which is a manager by the third companies.

Stage 7. For the situation where the purpose is intended to control other smart
apparatus, for instance, turn lights on or off, the data is sent to their particular cloud
administration to analyse the request.

Stage 8. The sensor or smart device receives the request and executes it.

2.6 PRIVACY AND SECURITY DRAWBACKS
In this segment, it illustrates the characterisation of the fundamental safeguard and
protection drawbacks of SPA. However, the first part will describe some real issues
that some newspaper has documented.

While voice aides have intriguing and helpful highlights, they likewise represent a few
particular issues. One of the primary inconveniences with these speech-actuated
gadgets is security. Any user can have access to a voice-actuated gadget. It can make
questions, collect information about the registers and management related to the
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device, and ask that it execute commands. It illustrates a unique security opportunity
because these gadgets will scan out calendar appointments, emails, and other
individual data.

There are various incidents documented by the press where SPAs have been involved.
At a situation, a person realised that his IPad in the sitting room would open the lock
for anybody who remained outdoor and request Siri to give them access; only saying
“Hey Siri, unlock the front door” (Aaron, 2016). Alternatively, the case of a child of sixyear-old who bought a dollhouse without the permission of her parents (Andrew,
2017).

SPAs are likewise defenceless against other attacks. Specialists have demonstrated
that voice assistants would react to imperceptible directions conveyed at high
frequencies (Zhang, Yan, Ji, Zhang, Zhang, & Xu, 2017). It would make possible an
aggressor to approach an unfortunate victim, reproduce the ultrasonic attack, and the
SPA would react. Similarly, the likelihood of this sort of attack could be introduced in
communicating media is possible. An item promotion on TV that contains inserted
ultrasound directions to add the thing to the user’s shopping basket may provoke the
user to get it.

Protection is one additional trouble for voice assistants’ users. Due to its
characteristics, these gadgets must active continuously with the goal that they can
react to users. Microsoft, Apple, Amazon and Google, all demand that their gadgets
are not registering except if users give the order to wake-up the device using the
keyword. However, there has been no less than one situation where gadget recorded
private conversations consistently and transferred those information’s back to
Google's servers (Liam 2017). Regardless of whether the organisations building up
these voice devices are being cautious and trustworthy, there is a possibility for
information being rob, leak, or controlled to steal or compromise user´s data.

A homicide examination in Arkansas Bentonville leads to the specialists issuing a
warrant to Amazon to recover the suspect's Alexa history (Sarah, 2016). In the
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beginning, Amazon refused to provide information claiming that it could not break the
privacy of users. However, on March 3, 2017, Amazon finally accedes to release the
information (Pfeifle, 2018). The ascent predominance of in-home, voice assistant
gadgets like the "Echo dot" present on-going security concerns, specialists alert that
the Bentonville case might be simply the start. For instance, the Echo could be
remotely designed to register each word said in a household. Besides to this worry, at
present protection laws are commonly inadequate to innovations.

2.6.1 Weak authentication
In this part, it talks about the drawbacks identified with how SPA confirms users´
identity and as unauthorised people may abuse such a procedure.

2.6.1.1 Keywords
In the SPAs that are ready and working the verification is realised utilising “wake-upwords” that are perceived close in the gadget. The users have some alternative to
choose a keyword from a collection of default choices, choosing one as a matter of
configuration.

It is in this way simple for an assailant to deduce the wake-up

expression of the user. Notwithstanding the “wake up word”, SPA has no other
methods for confirming who is speaking. The gadget acknowledges any order going
before the wake-up watchword. Thus, it is simple for anybody in nearness to issue
orders to the SPA. For instance, the investigations conducted by Alepis and Patsakis
(2017); and Zhang, Mi, Feng, Wang, Tian, and Qian (2018), have indicated how this frail
confirmation can be utilised as an intermediary to increasingly expounded assaults.

2.6.1.2 Continually online, continually hearing.
Into the SPA, the device is continually hearing to the user statement while sits pending
for the wake-up word. Having a gadget for all time online and frequently listening,
postures significant safety and protection worries. Inadvertently speaking the “awaken
word” or some other phonetically comparable letters will put the SPAs start recording
users’ conversations. Therefore, any discussion that may be heard by the SPA could be
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transferred to the Internet. This inconvenience might have a disadvantage on the
users' security in a circumstance where personal or classified discussions are by
mistake filtered, or where an assailant can recover delicate data from these gadgets.
Moreover, it could likewise influence gadget security as an enemy can without much of
a stretch trade-off such gadgets and use them to target other associated smart
gadgets. Because of this element, a private discussion of two people was coincidentally
registered and transmitted to an irregular contact with the Echo gadget, Horton
(2018). This precedent is a piece of evidence to demonstrate that users’ information is
not in the absolute domain of their speech information.

2.6.1.3 Artificial Talk
SPAs gadgets have inadequacy security against artificial machine voice which might
lead to copy a genuine user. For example, they are powerless against quiet inaudible
sound at distinct ultrasonic frequencies (Zhang, Yan, Ji, Zhang, Zhang, & Xu 2017; Roy,
Shen, Hassanieh, & Choudhury, 2018). Due to the SPA, “keyword” could be promptly
supposed, there is almost no time to identify who made the attack with what means
and with the what target, if it is significant and can be coordinated with an attack. The
absence of assurance towards these indistinct sound drawbacks additionally offers an
undercover duct to an enemy. For instance, an assailant can transmit an attack using a
specified sound of a radio or TV to emit unauthorised orders. There is one example, a
chain of fast foods adverts provoked that Google’ SPA to peruse data to the user from
Wikipedia related to junk-food (Wong, 2019).

2.6.1.4 Lax paying verification
SPA devices are progressively aiding on-line shopping. Thus, SPAs do not offer a robust
mechanism to avoid unauthorised purchases. For example, Amazon Alexa users to buy
online products have the alternative to configure a fourth digit Personal Identification
Number (PIN) key to affirm buys. Notwithstanding when such a choice is activated on,
it is defenceless because there are methods to reveal that secret PIN` (Haack,
Severance, Wallace, & Wohlwend, 2017). Due to Alexa permits two PIN attempts
before a requesting procedure lockout, after which the user needs to resume the
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requesting procedure from the earliest starting point. However, there is no limit on
how frequently a user can attempt to do shopping after each lockout (Haack,
Severance, Wallace, & Wohlwend, 2017). Following this, sellers have endeavoured to
actualise elective countermeasures against abuse in the requesting procedure.

It will next demonstrate two instances of this. In the first place, a few merchants have
forbidden changes to the transportation address amid requesting. Forestalling any
modification to the delivery direction amid this procedure is not enough when
managing "insiders" (for example, unapproved users that approach the places where
the SPA has been installed). The case depicted in by Lai (2018), demonstrates how a
child made an unapproved bought of around $300, utilising her mom's Amazon
account. Secondly, different sellers have handled this powerless approval issue by
giving brief notice to the users about requests. It represents an issue to users who do
not habitually browse their telephones or messages, or some users that might not
comprehend what could happen.

2.6.2 Weak approval
Into this section, it assesses the drawbacks regarding to how the SPA deals with the
ingress to information and the means users carry to handle these problems.

2.6.2.1 Multi-user conditions.
The omission of relevant, useful function rules that might segregate the applications
and how the family members should have access to those resources is an issue that
the industry must solve. It is hard to determine who approaches which assets and how
such access ought to be allowed. By design, in a multi-client condition — which
numerous families are, any user can place the SPA within registration mode and emit
guidelines to it.

Although the fundamental user can indicate specific entrance

mechanisms for other family members, the dimension of granularity is commonly thick
and not broad. For example, an individual from an Amazon family unit (an element
that permits sharing of substance with relatives) can alter the gadget set-up, the
system association, sound, and a lot more without the authorisation of the primary
user device.
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2.6.2.2 Applications
At the stage when users install applications, they likewise take responsibility for the
vulnerabilities in its administrations. Approving fragile apps to get to private data may
bring about releasing touchy data to undesired thirds. Contrary to the applications on
cell phones that have the choice to check vulnerabilities and issues on its applications,
the software utilised by SPAs are not presently verified. A user must depend on the
SPA supplier to guarantee that such administrations are as secure as they should be.
On the other hand, regardless of whether the SPA supplier would give a verifying
procedure, related works have demonstrated how they could be sidestepped (Zhang,
Mi, Feng, Wang, Tian, Qian, 2018).

For example, outsider abilities can be refreshed after the verifying procedure (c.f.,
Stage 6 in Figure 2.1). Moreover, a malicious software designer may use expertise
associations matching (Kinsella, 2018), (a significant capacity that enables the
programs to apps match) to route users to malicious programs.

2.6.2.3 Access to external agents.
Among all the issues, there is a significant concern in how to control how SPA
suppliers, third-party developers, software developers of incorporated Smart home
gadgets, and any of those employees associated with SPAs companies to control
unauthorised access to users’ data. With the same idea, the question is how to protect
the data from external agents that in some way interact within distinct ways with the
information. What controls could be implemented? In this scenario, user education
and training are the best way so far to avoid mistakes (HRW, 2017). Whereas, it is
presently questionable what the extent of these terms may infer and how they are
authorised. However, there is no clear way to enforce these politics to improve user’s
behaviour.
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For example, the Chinese government with a technology company (iFlytek:), have
configured in all the country a biometric database to help its supervision and social
control attempt (HRW, 2017).

2.6.3 Portray
Apart from approval, i.e., choosing who has approaches what information, there is
likewise the issue of information deducing — customarily known as data handling
(Solove, 2008). Information deduction has an especially risky manifestation in the SPA
through profiling. Profiling recognises, deduces and gets significant individual data
from information gathered from users. Profiled information can be identified with the
interests, practices and inclinations of the focused-on users (Cufoglu, 2014). In this
subsection, it investigates how distinct SPAs information can be utilised to identify
users’ behaviour.

2.6.3.1 Map Portray
One of the best moments to set up an attack is using traffic profiling to collect data.
Traffic investigation can be utilised to profile a user as appeared how is described by
Apthorpe, Reisman, and Feamster (2017). Specifically, aggressors can use in transit
profiling to know a user's behaviour. It can be additionally used to direct increasingly
modern assaults. In transit profiling, assaults should be possible, notwithstanding,
even when the traffic between SPA-router or router-cloud services is encrypted. Even
today, there are some mechanisms to protect the devices from those attacks; most
SPA companies have now adopted rules to protect the users. Under this situation, the
most available attack could be unscrupulous or dishonest ISP (Internet service
provider). Even some nations or multinational companies that have enough technical,
human and money resources, they could have unauthorised access to data.

The materialisation of this assault to encrypted SPA transfer is showed by Apthorpe,
Reisman, and Feamster (2017). While they perform traffic investigation without
requiring a profound examination of the system bundles, MiTM strategies, for
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example, SSL-stripping (Zhao, Yang, Wang, & Qiu, 2012), may be utilised to execute
profiling over plain-content.

2.6.3.2 Portraying by external Developers
One characteristic of the SPA is that with the help of third-parties, the SPAs abilities
can be improved. That means that in some web, the users must share the SPA
information either with the cloud service company or with external agents. External
developers expect authorisations to get the users' data, for example, device IP address,
area, mobile-phone number, email address, payment data, name and more private
information, which users need to support to utilise the applications. However,
notwithstanding when users can pick whether they share this data, they have no
power over what the external agent can do with the information, or what sort of
deductions or totals they could make to determine other new close to home data
about the utilisation, e.g., users' preferences. Notwithstanding for those aptitudes that
do not request consents, users do not have a real idea of what can be gained from
connecting with the application. Moreover, malignant programs could connive to
complete individual information from different apps like what it have seen in cell
phone applications (Memon, & Anwar, 2015). Here, applications connections pairing
might be utilised to make conspiring aptitudes going for getting progressively
expounded profiling (Kinsella, 2018).

2.6.3.3 Portray by the SPA companies
SPAs suppliers have a massive quantity of information, which, as a rule, is expected to
execute the SPA ecosystem appropriately. In other words, the SPA needs to
consistently assimilate the user’s past behaviour to produce robust, reliable results and
choices. To accomplish this, the SPA needs a huge preparing dataset of users'
communications. Maintaining user's protection is significant, as managing information
of this nature presents additionally testing security meanings, incorporating the
affectability of distinct information sources, where the gathered information is
physically found, and any information maintenance cycles (Lau, Zimmerman, &
Schaub, 2018; Chung, & Lee, 2018). It is particularly dangerous as advances in
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information analysis empower computerised procedures to comprehend unstructured
information at scale.

Late works, for example, distinct companies have appeared by utilising SPA
information they could have the capacity to profile the closeness of a couple and
derive how stable their relationship is, through an acoustic examination of the
correspondence between them. Their examination can comprehend the setting of the
discussion, with the addition of the semantics of regular experiences and progressively
intricate associations, for example, debates (eHarmony, 2018).
2.6.4 Adversarial AI
How was mentioned before, for any SPA that wants to understand what the user
needs; firstly, must understand what the user said. In this section, it will describe the
distinct techniques that employ the SPA to understand the user’s utterances and its
associated attacks.

2.6.4.1 Attack to ML

Traditionally, Machine Learning is structured dependent on the thought that the
conditions are sheltered and there is no impedance amid preparing and validation of
the device (Papernot, McDaniel, Sinha, & Wellman, 2016). On the other hand, such
presumptions in a roundabout way neglect situation where foes are effectively
intruding with the learning procedure (Papernot, McDaniel, Sinha, & Wellman, 2016).
Machine Learning is recognised to be fragile against specially-crafted info tests,
depicted as "adversarial examples", which are typically determined by somewhat
annoying authentic information sources (Szegedy, Zaremba, Sutskever, Bruna, Erhan,
Goodfellow & Fergus, 2013). These annoyances usually stay obscure to the individual
overseeing the ML task. Nearly all ML models that play out a similar behaviour will, in
general, be influenced by comparable ill-disposed sources of info regardless of
whether they utilise distinctive designs and are prepared on various datasets
(Papernot, McDaniel, & Goodfellow, 2016). It enables the aggressor with no effort to
set up an adversarial entrance with not many information about the objective Machine
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learning model. In view of the SPA utilises Machine Learning in unravelling the user's
goal, explicitly to coordinate the user sentences to the right content, it is in this way
inclined to antagonistic attacks. Precedents can focus on the AI models utilised by the
SPA to harm the coordinating procedure done to decipher the user expressions into
the content. An assailant can use this to create a denial of services (DOS) attack by
influencing erroneous of purposes, to emit pernicious directions, or to alter the SPA to
summon a malicious application (Vaidya, Zhang, Sherr, & Shields, 2015).

For example, an assailant can focus on an aptitude name "Wake" by enlisting a
pernicious ability as "wait" to misdirect the SPA device. It is at that moment when the
SPA device could understand something different, which may generate that the SPA
device becomes confused, trying to verify the correct application from the lousy
application.

2.6.4.2 Adversarial NLP
Contrary in "adversarial Machine Learning" an assailant may abuse the constraints of
the

essential

Machine

Learning

(ML)

resources

utilised

for

discourse

acknowledgement, in this situation, the aggressor aim different pieces of the entire
discourse acknowledgement structure. Following the case of program evocation, the
antagonistic NLP issue arrives once user expressions have only been deciphered inside
content, and the framework needs to choose what application to call the content (to
point out, there is a distinction in the issue to distinguish between two or more words
with similar speech). For example, the Amazon ecosystem appears to utilise the
lengthiest string coincidence when choosing what "application" is invoked (Vaidya,
Zhang, Sherr, & Shields, 2015).

For instance, the content "wait for button Tutor Head for me please" will incite the
application "wake button for Me" as opposed to the aptitude "wake button." Along
these lines to antagonistic ML, such trouble could be utilised by an assailant to trap
users into calling a dangerous application deliberately. It can be accomplished by
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enlisting an app with a similar name (yet longest conceivable string match) than an
official app. Also, there is as of now no limit of the volume of applications that can be
enrolled; subsequently, a foe can enlist however many applications as could be
expected under the circumstances to build the likelihood of acquiring their programs
invoked.

2.6.5 Subjacent and Associate advancements.
Although the SPA technology and all its infrastructure incorporate novel ideas and
have some specific mechanisms, it is mandatory to say that all that kind of technology
has an underlying technology associated where SPA technology lies. The most evident
technology associate to SPA device is the cloud computing services where all the SPA
information is processed. It implies that the SPA can acquire the same drawbacks and
disadvantages that affect those underlying technologies.

2.6.5.1 Cloud-Services
Use today of cloud services and preparing assistance to define how and what way SPA
information is collected and reached. Although cloud infrastructure offers the benefit
of having promptly accessible boundless assets, cloud services additionally are
characterised by given to the attackers’ novelty open doors (Modi, Patel, Borisaniya,
Patel, & Rajarajan, 2013). To start with, they are information-rich conditions that are
centrally situated on one point. If this component is ruptured, aggressors may gain
admittance to profoundly valuable and touchy data. Secondly, they usually offer
different methods for getting to the information (e.g., web-or application empowered
access), extending the assault surfaced. Third, they can encourage various issues
referenced previously. For example, as all information (even user articulations) is put
away in the cloud together, they make it simpler to lead profiling.

2.6.5.2 Smart Home Devices
Due to the various focal points propose for SPAs, particularly from the ease of use
viewpoint, SPA is generally coordinated with other intelligent home gadgets, for
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example, keen warming and cooling gadgets (e.g., Ecobee 4 or Nest), Intelligent
security devices (e.g., Abode, or Scout), intelligent lighting gadgets (e.g., LIFX, or Philip
Hue), Intelligent appliances home (e.g., Geneva) furthermore, reconnaissance cameras
(for example, Netgear Arlo, Cloud Camera,). With such joining, a user can manipulate
his home weather giving the order by talking the indication to the SPA gadgets which is
notified to turn on/off smart devices. Represented in Figure 2.1, the command is
transferred to the intelligent gadget using as a channel the SPA supplier cloud, then
the application services and the intelligent gadget cloud.

This combination becomes the intelligent home into one truth manipulate framework
and gives the SPA the benefit to handle with the cooperation of other attached,
intelligent gadgets. Simultaneously, this combination likewise makes an alone critical
focal point to aggressors. Assailants may exploit this in two different kinds. From one
viewpoint, breaking the SPA can enable assailants to assume responsibility for a full
scope of combine gadgets.

All the more thus, security drawbacks could arise out of information gathering, the
information obtaining and unification as was documented by Madaan, Ahad, and
Sastry (2018); and Román-Castro, López, and Gritzalis (2018), where the researches
execute a complete survey of protection dangers of Information connected from
information in IoT infrastructure. By contrast, vulnerabilities in associated intelligent
gadgets could be utilised as a middle step to assault the SPA (Ronen, Shamir,
Weingarten, & O’Flynn, C2017). Assaults in associated intelligent home gadgets have
been examined in various forms, encompass eavesdropping, benefit acceleration,
distant assaults, and ensure applications ports (Denning, Kohno, & Levy, 2013;
Fernandes, Jung, & Prakash, 2016). For example, the research made by Ronen, Shamir,
Weingarten, and Flynn (2017), portrays a danger that permits IoT gadgets that are near
each other to spread a worm that reproduces so quickly.
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2.7 ATTACKS

In this chapter, it will offer an examination of some recognised attacks on the SPA
ecosystem and explore the drawbacks presented. Similarly, key aspects that attack aim
in the ecosystem illustrated in segment 4.1. A relevant of the majority essential assault
documents along with the weak points that attackers can break and the point in the
design is specified below. It will find that most of the assaults focus on the next
components of the design delineated in Figure 2.1:
•

User to SPA gadget (No. 1): Under this category, there are distinct attacks that
are associated with stage one. i) Break feeble authentication system, and ii)
assaulting fundamental and coordinated technologies.

•

SPA smart gadget to SPA company cloud (No. 2): Under this scenario, various
attacks have been described in indistinct researchers that aim to these
characteristics of the ecosystem and take advantage of route verification.

•

SPA company cloud (No. 3): Various assaults have also been found at this stage
of the ecosystem aim the SPAs cloud elements. It identifies distinct ideas
mining.

i)

Machine Learning (ML) and Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP)
drawback.

ii)
•

Technologies that work associate to SPA.

Distant entry by smartphone and Web access (No. 4): The document
recognised related ideas from other researchers to break the security in some
SPA providers with the idea of collect information from different SPA services
providers.
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•

Third-party Web applications (No. 6): Assailants mark this category of the
framework exploiting user misunderstanding concerning the SPA architecture,
and in specific about the applications. It shows similar ideas breaking NLP sub
process issues.

The next step is described attacks that have been identified targeting the SPA
ecosystem that has been mentioned above. In particular case, depict the issues
described in chapter 2 of the SPA’s ecosystem that they take advantage and the
presupposition they make on the atmosphere.

2.7.1 User to SPA Device (#1)
Into the feeble identification section, “Continually online, continually hearing” and the
“weak of a limited group of keywords” has become into the most common issues
exploited under this ecosystem. It is trailed by an absence of insurance against artificial
voices.

Lei Xinyu et al. (2017), observed some problems in individual-agent validation
procedure based on a “keywords”, due to the absence of a tool that could interpret if a
person is near or far from the SPA. Such as the case of Amazon’s Echo gadget as
evidence of conception, the researchers carried out a household theft assault using
Alexa to control an entry padlock through the SPA ecosystem. Likewise, they with
advantage, make a buying using the manipulated smart device.

Following a similar idea, Zhang et al. developed a microphone over ultrasound, called
“Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)”. This microphone produces traces of “tall
periodicity”, inducing at high capacity to be moved to small periodicities by speakers
and microphones (Roy, Shen, Hassanieh, & Choudhury, 2018). Although microphones
are configured to work as a lineal scheme, they do not work as a linear system where
the frequencies are higher than standard frequencies. By incorporating highrecurrence voices that are not inside the individual listening extent but rather are as
yet clear to SPA gadgets, the creators can initiate and tamper the voice of the smart
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SPA device. Most researchers call this issue as “Dolphin Attack”, and it uses high
frequencies. This drawback was confirmed in distinct SPA devices, such as Alexa, Siri,
Cortana, Google Home, among others whereas this attack cannot be reproduced if the
target device and the microphone are into 5ft. Moreover, this attack to be reproduced,
it must have specific hardware to record and reproduce an ultrasonic signal, thereby
executing this attack in the real world is something that is not probable.

2.7.2 SPA gadget to SPA assistance supplier Cloud (No. 2)
Under this scenario, of the architecture the SPA gadget trades data toward the SPA
cloud supplier, it established an assault that abuse in transit weakness inside the
portraying class. The research drive-by Apthorpe, Reisman, and Feamster (2017),
recognise protection weakness toward the SPA by inactively investigating encrypted
intelligent household exchange. Their examination shows that encryption by default
does not tender all the fundamental security insurance prerequisites. The researchers
describe users exchange with "Amazon Echo" gadget by sending or getting flows of the
current still with encrypted communication. Such an attack represents a genuine
protection issue to intelligent household members as an assailant could utilise this to
analyse the behaviour of life and the better moment to direct an assault undetected as
examined in Section 4.2.2.1. Whereas, the technique used in this examination probably
may not be pertinent to a circumstance where various IoT gadgets speak with a similar
area as a result of the trouble of marking flows by device type.

2.7.3 SPA Company Supplier Cloud (No. 3)
In this point, it examines assaults targeting distinct SPA cloud sub-schemes where the
voice detection and the utterance identification are executed. Three within the design
misuse “Adversarial Machine Learning” weakness depicted in segment 4.2.3.

Describing the mechanisms that used Machine Learning, one examination by Gong,
and Poellabauer (2017), demonstrate point-to-point that setting up adversarial models
by changing the basic waveform of a sound register. Where the point-to-point
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modification system, the research made adversarial information that deludes the
Machine Learning system. To point out, this is broadly utilised in para-linguistic
software programs. Their rival disturbance affects the sound quality and prompts an
imperative drop in the effectiveness of the best in class profound neural system
approach. The issue is that such assault should be installed in a real sound flag to make
them genuinely dark. More lately, one research has designed an adversarial case
designed on psychoacoustic stowing away to abuse the qualities of Deep Neural
Network (DNN) analysing the “Automatic Speech Recognition” (ASR) frameworks. The
extended assault initially analyses the DNA processes by adding a back-proliferation
point to understand the dimension of the opportunity of an antagonistic change in the
input sign (Schönherr et al. 2018).

It utilises strong alinement to recognise the optimum opportunity suitable amid the
harmful transcript and the right sound instance. Similarly, it is used to diminish the
detectable quality of the alteration. The assault is executed towards Kaldi3; the result
obtained showed up to 98% achievement percentage with a data processing exertion
of ten seconds sound voice in under two minutes. In any case, how is described by
Gong, and Poellabauer (2017), this assault additionally should be inserted in another
sound record which significantly impacts the nature of the adversarial case.

Another significant examination led via Carlini and Wagner (2018) proposes an assault
on speech acknowledgment frameworks utilising Connectionist Temporal Classification
(CTC) misfortune. They showed how a meticulously planned misfortune work could be
used to produce a superior lower-mutilation ill-adversarial entry. The assault utilises a
gradient decline setup improvement and restores the deviation performance with the
CTC loss, where it is upgraded for time arrangements. In contrast, the sound
adversarial models created where is reproduced into the air stopped to be adversarial,
then in this way, set it unreasonable to apply in the real world (Goodfellow, McDaniel
& Papernot, 2018).

In the same way, Vaidya et al. (2015), play out an assault on speech recognition
frameworks utilising incomprehensible sounds. Where is executed by changing the
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Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) — a highlight of the speech direction. The
article describes the attack in two stages: firstly, modifying the info speech motion
across component pulling out with balanced MFCC parameters, then after that
recovering a sound flag by applying a turn around MFCC to the separated highlights. At
the point when assembled, this assault can set up a very much structured adversarial
intro. The MFCC esteems chosen such that they can conceive a different audio product
with least adequate acoustic data. This sound result can, in any case, accomplish the
longing order result and is effectively translated by the SPA while being not noticeable
to human ears. Even though this assault effectively misuses the contrasts between
how PCs and people decipher speech, it could, in any case, be identified when a user is
in nearness— given that they listen to spontaneous SPA reactions. Another attack
described by Vaidya et al. (2015), is the continuation of the research by Carlini et al.
(2018), both articles exam the assault viability into an increasingly practical situation
and design an adversarial model impalpable to people by utilising the learning of the
objective speech system framework.

2.7.4 Remote ingress applying Mobile applications and Internet (No. 4)
The vulnerabilities shown by the cloud companies and cloud technology can give
excellent opportunities to execute attacks. Such as the case of behaviour description,
where an attacker can infer user's conduct, analyses when the SPA is exchange data
towards SPAs Cloud Company. The work made by Chung and Lee (2018) illustrated
how it is possible to collect personal data from Amazon cloud services using forensic
tool applications to accumulate relevant information through no official ApplicationProgramming-Interfaces (APIs). Similarly, the article done by (Chung, Park, & Lee,
2017), demonstrated that by analysing three components; web browsers, mobilephone applications and cloud services, by using forensic tools applications, they could
disclosure essential information, for example, user interests, user conduct and sleeping
hours. The attack highlights the security implications where it is possible to portray
user's privacy using the ecosystem between SPA and cloud companies. However, this
attack is based on the fact that the attacker knows the user’s password and ID, how is
described by the authors; without that knowledge is not possible to execute that
attack. Without a substantial users’ ID and password, it is absurd to expect to gather
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cloud-local information, subsequently making such assault more complex. On the
other hand, the SPA cloud companies do not need ID and password because they
manage and store the information into its servers, if for some reason the companies
want to see the data, there is no way to prevent it.

2.7.5 External Developers (No. 6)
Another way to take advantage of how SPA applications are called and how they
communicate with one another. These assaults typically abuse of “Adversarial NLP”
weaknesses depicted in section 4.2.3.

One research (Zhang, Mi, Feng, Wang, X., Tian, & Qian, 2018), describes how to attack
communication between SPA cloud services companies and third-party developers.
Concretely, the article describes two fundamental menaces, between Googles-Home
Assistant SPA and Amazon's Alexa "voice masquerading” and “voice squatting". The
attack based on "voice squatting" allows that through a malicious program with the
longest coincidence application name. In other words, similar applications name they
could supplant other applications by opening the door to execute attacks, how is
described in section 4.2.3.

Using five random cases, the researchers successfully "deceive" the name of the
application with a 50% success rate.

The possibility of success of this attack is high, and more in the case of the ecosystem
of Amazon's Alexa, where the user can invoke multiple applications that have the
option to have similar names. This attack could affect the reputation of legitimate
applications because the user thought that the incident was based on the application
he wanted to install.

Similarly, the attack "voice masquerading", a dangerous application could interact with
other applications, whether legitimate or harmful, to collect information. In this
scenario, the malicious app will keep registering all the requests of the users. The
assault can be used to sniff out other people's conversations.
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In summary the attack "squatting attack" aims to take advantage of the problems that
may arise when interacting with applications of similar name; meanwhile, the "voice
masquerading" attack points to the interaction between different applications within
the SPA.

In hypothetical cases, some applications could request confidential data from users,
which could generate a leak of data to unwanted people.

“Voice squatting” attack was also developed by Kumar et al. (2018). However, the
work done by Zhang, Mi, Feng, Wang, X., Tian, and Qian (2018), makes use of the
fundamental mistakes in the NLP algorithms and some words that can frequently be
misinterpreted to configure malicious applications and take advantage of weakness
when applications are invoked.
2.8 COUNTERMEASURE
With the idea of reducing the impact of the attacks described above, there are
different studies and articles to mitigate the execution of the same. This segment will
comment on possible solutions that can be applied, limitations and opportunities. The
information will be summarised after analysing distinct issues. The possible solutions
will be classified according to the problems described in segment 4.1. The
categorisation will be based more on the effectiveness than on the solution to reduce
the problems described. The aims are to provide quick information to mitigate the
issues identified by relating the articles supported for this investigation to date. The
countermeasures will be associated with the ecosystem of the SPA described in figure
2.1. Most of the countermeasures are related in the following way.
•

Customer to SPA gadget (No. 1): Different researchers have proposed various
countermeasures to reduce or eliminate the incidence of those attacks
specifically at this stage of the ecosystem. Specifically, it found many related
works alleviating fragile authentication weakness.
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•

SPA gadget to SPA company provider cloud (No. 2): To avoid attacks in stage
two of the architecture, there are several studies to reduce the incidence of
this type of assault between the SPA devices and the companies of the SPAs,
during the information exchange process. Specifically, those related to the user
profile.

•

SPA Cloud service (No. 3): Of the countermeasures to reduce the incidence of
attacks in stage three of the architecture, few solutions have been found to
avoid the "Adversarial AI", and the solutions have as objective to minimise the
incidence associated with the vulnerabilities of "Adversarial AI".

•

Others: The solutions under this category cover different stages of the
architecture of the existing SPAs and are designed to alleviate that they can
affect simultaneously several stages of the architecture. The countermeasures
are related to different stages of the SPA’s ecosystem to indicate the phases
that mitigations may carry out or even the stages that could change in the
scheme of the SPAs to reduce the impact.

2.8.1 Customer to SPA gadget (No. 1)
The first countermeasures point to the first stage of the architecture of the SPAs,
which is where the user and the SPA device interact with each other. The “weak
authentication” issue is the most exploited vulnerability in this stage of the SPA’s
ecosystem as it was presented in chapter 2. In the same way, as they are related in
figure 2.1, this disability is the one that has more solutions to reduce its incidence.
Notably, the case of the synthetic voice which has received more attention from the
community of researchers.

The first line of defence to overcome the weakness of authentication is the
configuration of mechanisms to authenticate the user’s voice. In the case of Google
performs the validation of users with a tool called "Voice Match" (Google, 2018), for
Amazon, the mechanism is called "Voice Profiles" (Amazon, 2019). Whereas, those
options are not configured by default what allows the user to set them. Even when
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those options are already configured, there is still the possibility of executing
employee recordings of the words that users use to activate the SPA, Chen et al.
(2017).

Recording the human voice is not a complicated task, given that is the first element to
exchange ideas. Unlike passwords and passwords that can be easily changed when
security has been compromised, the same cannot be done with the human voice.

In the same way, the work carried out by Feng, Fawaz, and Shin (2017), presents a
mechanism to improve user authentication. The researchers make use of a continuous
authentication process called "VAuth system", where the objective is that the SPAs
only work with specific commands given by the user to authenticate them.

The solution is based on a device carried by the user that relates the orders given by
the customer with the vibration emitted by the device. The solution reached a success
rate of 97% covering several characteristics such as mobility, accents and language.
Although this system achieves a high degree of precision, it has the disadvantage that
the user must always carry a device to interact with the SPA, which generates other
problems or inconveniences of different types.

Similarly, the work carried out by Kepuska and Bohouta (2018) presents a solution
based on the exchange of different options, such as video, voice, gestures, looks or
movements with the body to improve the processes of authentication. Despite being a
novel proposal, the article describes that it has only been possible to validate elements
separately and not all the components as a whole.

Conventional voice biometrics identification, i.e. that ends up incapable as users get
older, start exhausted, or sick. In any case, the adequacy of the framework relies upon
choosing the best area for the Wi-Fi gadgets and setting the correct configuration for
the detection. Also, it only backings directions that originate from a similar area where
the SPA gadget is setup: for their situation, an Amazon-Echo-Dot. Similarly, the
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framework is permanent to the extent that no essential variation to the area where
the gadget is sent.

Another outstanding research to alleviate weak authentication is based on access
control systems. The idea is based on validating that the user is physically close to the
SPA before accepting any request from the user. The proposal given by Lei Xinyu et al.
(2017) is based on the use of Wi-Fi router information channels to detect movements
around. The novel solution eliminates the need for the user to carry a device with
himself and does not add costs since the technology of the current Wi-Fi devices can
be used. The presented solution has the flaw that unlike the biometric recognition
systems if the user is tired, sick or over time, the solution could lose effectiveness.
However, the success of the solution is based on the search for the best place to put
the Wi-Fi and the respective configuration. Another disadvantage is that the average
user does not know in which place should put the Wi-Fi to activate this feature. In the
same order, the SPA would only accept commands coming from a particular direction
which eliminates the possibility of moving the Wi-Fi router to another place in the
house.

Another type of countermeasure has been found at this stage in the ecosystem whose
objective is to protect the SPA against the execution of “artificial voice” attacks. The
publication of Roy et al. (2018), describe a system called "Lip Read" which is based on
the use of high frequencies which is not perceived by the human ear and that is this
case is only recognized by the microphone of the SPA which in theory It can be
configured to avoid synthesized speech attacks. The authors describe that they
achieved an average success rate of around 98% and a 99% recall rate in a scenario
where the attacker does not manage to manipulate the commands to intervene in the
SPA. However, the authors indicate that there is no guarantee that this
countermeasure will work since the original configuration conditions could change
over time (changes in the user or changes in the SPA). In the same order, this defence
only applies to cases in which the attacks use high sound frequencies that are not
perceived by the human ear.
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Likewise, Zhang et al. (2017) describe different mechanisms to avoid attacks against
recorded voice commands. The researchers recommend the addition of two devices to
the SPA to mitigate the attack; the first is the improvement of the microphone used by
the SPA and the second based on hardware to eliminate any unwanted noise
interference. The improvement of the microphone is to avoid the manipulation that
can be made with devices that can emit high-frequency sounds. Besides, the
cancellation of the unwanted sound perceived by the SPAs establishes the addition of
a hardware mechanism to create a filter to identify the real voice of the user and
discard other sound sources whether from other people or external sources. Similarly,
the software based on this solution relies on learning the behaviour patterns that the
SPA learns by interacting with the user, so after a while, the SPA can distinguish real
commands from those that are not.

An additional investigation against the generation of “artificial voice” attacks, Chen et
al. (2017) describes the use of an application to avoid this attack. The idea is based on
since artificial voice attacks use a loudspeaker to generate the attack against a SPA.
Traditional speakers generate a magnetic field when they reproduce sounds; the
application reviews the level of the magnetometer, which is used to distinguish
between a physical speaker and the natural speaker of the users. Under the scenario
that the magnetic field emitted by the loudspeaker is small to be exposed, the
application validates the size of the emitter channel to develop a means of sound
validation. In contrast, this countermeasure is based on a large percentage of the
interference that can be found in the environment.

The last measure against the reproduction of voice attacks is presented by the study
executed by Lavrentyeva et al. (2017). The countermeasure is based on stage 3 of the
architecture of the SPA but prevents attacks that may occur in the first stage of the
ecosystem because it requires a high level of computing which cannot be provided by
the SPA devices.

The article describes the use of "Light Convolutional Neural Network Architecture
(LCNN)", making use of the ideas of "Max-Feature-Map activation (MFM)". The article
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describes the use of LCNN with "Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)", where an average error
of 7.34% of the Automatic Verification of the speaker (ASV) is obtained in the
information collected compared to the research carried out by Todisco, Delgado, and
Evans (2017), an average of success of 69.26%. Lavrentyeva et al. (2017) made use of
the "Support Vector Machine (SVM)" to enter data to measure the efficiency of the
work described in the research.

2.8.2 SPA gadget towards SPA Cloud Company (No. 2)
The countermeasures described in this section are based on the exchange that is
generated between the SPA and the cloud company that provides the SPA service. The
work described by Liu et al. (2018), describes a solution to mitigate the attack that
occurs in the routing of information. The proposed solution is based on protecting
against traffic analysis using several routers that are located in a nearby geographical
area.

The idea is to pass the information through several routers before sending the
information to the cloud provider. The solution masks the traffic making it difficult to
identify the source of information. However, this solution requires the cooperation
and configuration of several routers in different houses to work as a single network
which is a challenge for users who do not know data networks; this solution could also
bring latency for houses that are not in a nearby geographical area.

2.8.3 SPA Company Cloud (No. 3)
In this subsection, countermeasures are presented to attenuate the attacks in stage 3
of the ecosystem of the SPAs. Specifically, those related to "Machine-Learning (ML)"
and "Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP)” that are related to the "Adversarial-AI"
class.
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The research advanced by Zang et al. (2018) develops a mechanism to verify the
behaviour of the applications and the issuance of orders by the user to evidence
assaults of "voice masquerading". The tool makes use of two concepts, the "SkillsResponse-Checker (SRC)" and the "User Intention Classifier (UIC)". The first SRC
performs a semantic validation of the application and the contrasts against a blacklist
of dangerous applications to identify the eventuality of any potential attack. The
second, UIC aims to review the user's requests within a changing environment. The
validation is executed, coinciding the meaning of the expression of the user against the
execution of dangerously harmful applications. The situation between the request of
the user and the activation of applications not invoked is also considered. The
combination of UIC and the SRC, according to the article, has a percentage of error of
4.4%. However, one weakness is that UIC does not mention the changes that can occur
naturally in human languages, such as mood swings, where it could act erroneously.

Another similar research Kumar et al. (2018) proposes to carry out a phonetic
validation and validation of the names of the applications for when the user installs a
new application to avoid attacks type "voice-squatting". Validate if the name of the
application that the user wants to install could be similar to another app with the same
name, creating an alert to inform the user. It is a solution, is similar to some
technologies on the Internet that validate the similarity of names when a person wants
to register a new domain.

2.8.4 Others
The last part of the countermeasures is characterised by mentioning different stages of
the ecosystem of the SPAs. In particular, the work carried out by Coucke et al. (2018),
where it is proposed to change the ecosystem of SPAs, especially those related to the
identification of the user's voice. Coucke et al. (2018), introduces the concept called
"privacy-by-Design-Spoken-Language-Understanding-platform",

where

the

user's

requests are not immediately sent to the SPA cloud provider for identification and
execution. Voice recognition and initial analysis of the information are carried out
locally by the SPA through two techniques; "crowd-sourced" information and learning
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by using "semi-supervised". According to the investigation, in most cases, access to the
Internet is not mandatory.

However, when the user needs to search for information on the internet with the help
of the SPA, the request is sent to the network, but the processing of it is done locally
on the device. This frame makes it complicated to make a massive attack since, in
theory; the attacker can only attack a single device or user at the same time.

Under this framework, related problems such as "Always active, always listening" or
the access of "Third Parties” would have a limited impact if the information is managed
locally in the SPAs. Also, the article mentions that the user would have more freedom
to configure more words to define the activation words of the SPA which would reduce
the vulnerabilities presented in section 4.2.3.

In any case, this mechanism requires that in advance, the user defines what
applications or skills the SPA should have for the respective training. It implies that the
SPA could only work locally with the applications defined by the user.

It is essential to highlight, although this change of paradigm alters in some way the
architecture of the SPAs based on the recognition of the voice at the local level and a
first analysis, does not eliminate the interaction of the SPA with other intelligent
devices or with the provider of the cloud depending on the context in which the
interaction between SPA and user. It means that the attacks described in part 2.7 by
Ronen, Shamir, Weingarten, and Flynn (2017), are still possible.

2.9 FORENSIC
Today the advancement of the Internet is covering every aspect of people's lives, and
as technology becomes more involved with the lives of people, more information will
be stored and processed by different technologies, which will lead to various
challenges.
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The level of human association with these frameworks proposes that they can give
many data to a digital forensics’ examination. Right now, there is constrained data
accessible offering forensic investigators to knowledge into what data of attention is
put away on the immense scope of SPA devices, or how to secure information in a
forensically stable manner (Awasthi, Read, Xynos, & Sutherland 2018).

2.9.1 Digital forensics structure
In this segment, it will first present a short abbreviation of digital forensics relating to
SPA. Next, it will define the SPA forensic structure.

2.9.1.1 Digital forensics
Reith, Carr, and Gunsch (2002) portray digital forensics as a young science that has
been around us in the last decades, determined as an equivalent word for PC crime
scene investigation; its definition has extended to incorporate the criminology of all
digital innovation. Though PC digital forensic science is characterised as "the
accumulation of strategies and instruments used to discover evidence in a PC".
However, for the Digital Forensics Research Workshop (2001), the digital forensics are:

The use of scientifically derived and proven methods toward the preservation,
collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, documentation, and
presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for the purpose of
facilitation or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be criminal, or
helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to planned
operations, (p 16).

Palmer (2002) indicate that digital forensics has turned out to be predominant because
law requirement perceives that current life incorporates an assortment of digital
gadgets that can be misused for crime, not merely PC devices.
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While PC crime scene investigation will continue in the global spotlight on specific
techniques for separating proof from one particular stage, digital forensics ought to be
displayed to such an extent that it can envelop a wide range of electronic gadgets,
including future advanced innovations, for example, the SPAs. Lamentably, there is not
a universal or predictable computerised digital forensic methodology for SPAs devices,
yet rather a lot of strategies and devices worked from the practice of law
implementation, computer engineers, and hackers.

Palmer recommends that the advancement of computerised crime scene investigation
has continued from impromptu instruments and systems, as opposed to from
mainstream researchers, where a considerable lot of the other customary
criminological sciences have started. It could be a problem because proof must be
acquired utilising strategies that are demonstrated to dependably remove and break
down data without inclination or adjustment.

2.9.1.2 A conceptual Digital Forensics Model.
In 2001, the Digital Forensics Research Workshop (DFRW), described the nine levels
that should include any digital forensic research (Mark, Clint & Gunsch, 2002, as cited
in Agarwal, Gupta, Gupta, & Gupta, 2011).
1. Identification: This admits an issue according to the procedures and determines
its type.
2. Preparation: This involves the readiness of instruments, methods, court orders,
and checking approvals and the executive's support.
3. Approach strategy: that builds up a plan to use to augment the accumulation of
untainted proof while limiting the effect to the person in question.
4. Preservation: This includes the confinement, verifying and conservation of the
condition of physical and advanced proof.
5. Collection: that involves the chronicle of the real scene and copy digital proof
utilising institutionalised and acknowledged methods.
6. Examination: This includes an inside and out precise pursuit of proof identifying
with the presumed wrongdoing.
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7. Analysis: This is in charge of assurance of the essentialness, recreating sections
of information and reaching inferences dependent on proof found.
8. Presentation: that includes the outline and clarification of summary.
9. Returning evidence: that guarantees physical and electronic property comes
back to the legitimate proprietor.

2.9.2 Challenges by SPA devices
There are various difficulties exhibited by SPA gadgets in terms of obtaining, getting to,
explain and confirm the information. It is because gadgets generally have distinct
usefulness, frequently a tweaked working system and might utilise at least one of
many remote system transmission protocols. It is currently a relevant knowledge of
interest with research struggle concentrated on the investigation and information
extraction from well-known SPA gadgets, for example, Oriwoh Jazani, Epiphaniou and
Sant (2013) also, Meffert, Clark, Baggili, and Breitinger (2017).

Only obtaining physical entrance to the SPA could be a complex inside and out for the
examiner. In any case, as a rule, there is little of forensic data on the SPA themselves.
What it may demonstrate to be of more noteworthy significance is getting to any
framework used to coordinate SPA gadgets giving unify control (Sutherland,
Spyridopoulos, Read, Jones, Sutherland, & Burgess, 2015).

A prevalent component for getting to remote to some SPA is SSH, which is empowered
of course on the cabled Local Area Networks (LAN) networks; user setup is required to
allow it over Wi-Fi (Lars, 2014a). SSH can allow remote admission, file system
extraction (sftp) and, mixing with different instruments like dd remote imaging is
additionally conceivable. An examination concerning the potential for SSH as an
information-access and information extraction system will be investigated later in the
paper.
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2.9.2.1 Amazon Alexa
Amazon Alexa is a technology that combines distinct novel ideas, among them specific
hardware, Alexa technology and the cloud services provided by Amazon Company. The
significant fame of the Amazon Alexa System has prompted some attempt researchers
the examination of the gadget counting the equipment (dj_skully, 2016).

An examination by the LCDI (2016) gave some understanding for playing out a forensic
investigation on the Amazon Alexa, through outsider gadgets. The article clarifies
strategies for information recovery and information extraction. The most complicated
task they experienced was how to integrate the external devices to Amazon's echo.
The information-gathering utilising such gadgets and their sidekick applications was
observed to produce reasonable disparities in the information.

Chung, Park, and Lee (2017) propose through a toolkit to obtain data using no official
APIs; the article describes how to get data using all the infrastructure of Amazon’s
echo. A difficulty work by the researchers some time ago was unadopted APIs are
liable to change without notice which could then require updating of code, that is if
the utilities are as yet accessible. Hyde and Moran (2017) portray both damaging and
non-dangerous techniques for getting to the Amazon-Echo-Dot equipment to extract
digital forensic evidence.

2.9.2.2 Apple HomeKit
The system designed by Apple uses the iCloud to manager the data on devices and
other useful information and to work must use an Apple TV or an Apple iOS device to
stay at home to work as a hub for access (Apple, 2017a). Apple announced the
HomePod at the beginning of 2018, which gives off an impression of being restricted in
capacity going about as a SPA and a link to Siri and HomeKit gadgets (Apple, 2017b).
Given Apple's open position on working with law requirement and encryption (Cook,
2016), the complexity of extricating digital forensic information where the Home-Pad
may be involved, will probably be especially important to digital forensic analysts.
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Lamentably for the analyst, it has turned out to be increasingly hard to acquire
information from Apple SPA (HomePad) in ongoing iOS versions with smaller records
from applications incorporated into iTunes backups for off-line examination. The
iTunes match up usefulness is so critical to iOS science forensics, even clean
installation of Cellebrite Physical Analyzer v.6.3.2 illustrates that iTunes ought to be set
up for extraction from some specific SPAs. To obtain more information, the reader
must see the summary for iOS8-11 in Afonin (2017), to have a better understanding of
iOS drawbacks to complete forensic analysis. Vital records from the companion
application are not adequately available in iOS; investigators might need to either
physically hand-look through data on the software itself or hazard jailbreaking the
gadget to get the information (Awasthi, Read, Xynos, & Sutherland 2018).

2.9.2.3 Google OnHub and Google Home
According to Awasthi, Read, Xynos, and Sutherland (2018), Google Home gives similar
support of that to Alexa with access to different Google services and Google
collaborator. It is equipped to work on either the Apple iOS Operating Systems or
Android. Released in 2017, it can work with various IoT gadgets; there is nevertheless
restricted data on forensic best methods with this framework. Another conceivable
gadget the specialist may experience is the Google OnHub (Google, 2017) which
adopts an unexpected strategy in comparison to that embraced by Amazon. Instead of
turning into a new gadget on the system, the OnHub is proposed to supplant the home
hub with one framework that can interact with Smart/IoT gadgets.

2.9.3 Digital forensic strategy for SPAs devices
How Zawoad and SHasan mention it (2015), IoT forensic sciences are described as a
particular part of electronic forensic where the recognisable proof, obtaining
classification, and presentation of evidence around SPAs devices to build up the truth
about a criminal episode.

Due to the characteristics that share all most the SPAs devices, this paper considers a
multi-level forensic strategy to define what forensic artefacts are possible to collect to
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run out forensic research. This subsection was drawing distinct levels of forensic
methodologies for the target architecture and displayed the range of the examination.

2.9.3.1 Hardware: SPAs devices
It includes the gathering of potential electronic proof from SPA gadgets. It can be proof
that can be gathered from physical gadgets like memory, graphics cards, video, sound
cards, Near Field Communication (NFC) and other SPA gadgets. The survey drove by
Clinton, Cook and Banik (2016), in an Amazon-Echo device, indicated that in theory is
possible to obtain information from that device doing reverse engineering through
available methodologies, for example, eMMC Root, JTAG, and troubleshoot ports.
Even though they clarified some potential strategies to facilitate access to the inward
parts, including fastened memory chips, the creators did not refer to insights regarding
information put away inside the gadget, Chung, Park, and Lee (2017).

2.9.3.2 Network Forensics
Network forensic describe SPAs devices-based situations that have various types of
networks. In these situations, potentially dangerous assault logs can be extricated that
can be utilised to drive an electronic examination process. It can be home systems,
company networks, LANs, Wi-FI, MANs, and even, WANs. Any potential proof
extricated from these conditions might be utilised to build up theories that can be
employed in an official courtroom following an IoT based examination (Kebande, &
Ray, 2016).

The research drove by Chung, Park, and Lee (2017), using a web debugging proxy,
indicated that most traffic-related with digital forensic significant relics are exchanged
over an encrypted link after making a session with a legitimate user ID and secret
word. With this tool examination, the investigators had the option to distinguish cloudlocal and customer-centric data effectively.
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2.9.3.3 Cloud Forensics
The more significant part of SPA based gadgets has been coordinated to communicate
over the system through applications by sharing assets in virtualised condition. It is
crucial to take note that a large portion of assaults in the SPA based cloud situations is
focused on the information that is created in the cloud service (Barcena, & Wueest,
2015). It is a direct result of the advancing of complex security dangers from a diverse
range, and a dominant part of the information is moving to the cloud.
An examination by Chung, Park, and Lee (2017), illustrate that in the case of Alexa’s
ecosystem, the key to the infrastructure is the same Alexa’s application. Due to it is
cloud service providers itself. Alexa works utilising pre-characterized APIs to transport
information; however, shockingly the available API list is not formally open to the
general population. According to the article, there is no information for procuring local
data from Alexa from the perspective of digital crime scene investigation. Hence, the
researchers concentrated examination to uncover free APIs utilised by Alexa and to
secure cloud-local artefacts for supporting inquiries.

2.9.3.4 Web Applications
To point out, to improve the services that most SPAs can give to the users, the users
can configure their respective applications. For example, a user might configure
condition settings, audit past chatting with SPAs, and install/uninstall applications
utilising a portable app on the mobile phone or using the internet browser. In this
procedure, much information related to getting to the SPA can be managed generally
in partner customers. It makes it essential to obtain this customer-driven information
and combine them alongside cloud-local data.
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Chapter 3 Research methodology
3.0 INTRODUCTION

Chapter two presented the possible security issues that face the SPAs. Similarly,
chapter two introduced the procedures to collect, examine, analyse and report digital
forensic test for SPAs. The security issues encompass from the interaction between the
SPA and the user until the information is processed at the cloud storage service.
According to figure 2.1, every ecosystem stage has some weakness that might be used
by a not authorised person to compromise the availability, integrity and confidentiality
of user’s information. In the same way, every attack may leave evidence that could be
used to run digital forensic tests.

The target of chapter three is to introduce a research methodology to study and
examine through experimental tests the privacy and security of these devices through
traffic capture, app analysis, device scanning, web analysis and wireless traffic analysis
to collect information and data to classify and identify the security issues for two SPAs;
Amazon’s Alexa-Echo-Dot v3 and Google-Mini-Home. Similarly, how to obtain
meaningful data of SPA devices which might be presented in a court of law.

For the development of this study methodology, several articles related to security and
digital forensic are presented in section 3.1. Those articles are a guide to developing a
research methodology that can describe in the best way the security issues and, in the
same way, the suitable path to carry out a digital forensic test for two SPAs (Amazon’s
Alexa echo dot and Google Mini Home charcoal).
Consequently, the research questions are identified relating to the security and digital
forensic for the two SPAs mentioned above.
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Section 3.2 presents the methodology that is developed for this thesis, which the main
research questions are described.

Section 3.3 illustrates the technical elements that compound the research
methodology between hardware and software components. Besides, section 3.3 also
mentions the process to set up the test environment to obtain the data and process it.

Section 3.4 lists under what situations or environment this research will obtain the
data. Moreover, it will list the essential physical elements for this research.

Section 3.5 mentions the procedures to obtain the data.
Section 3.6 cites the steps to analyse the data.
Section 3.7 enumerates the distinct limitations or obstacles that this research faced.
Section 3.8 names the ethical limits of this research and the target of itself.
Section 3.9 finish with a conclusion.

3.1 RELATED WORK

The rapid growth experienced by the SPA in terms of sales has led to the fact that
today 8.2 million of Amazon-Echo-Dot devices have been sold only in the United
States, according to the group “Consumer Intelligence Research Partners” (Orr &
Sanchez, 2018).

This rapid growth has aroused the interest of the academic community

worldwide due to the problems that can found at the level of privacy and security.
Also, due to the popularity of these devices, these SPAs may contain vital information
to conduct digital forensic tests.

Four types of research were analysed to identify distinct security issues among them,
physical hardware attacks, web attacks, network assaults, the onslaught against the
Operating System and app attacks. Similarly, one research was illustrated to make
mention to forensic test component.
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3.1.1 Alexa, did you get that? Determining the evidentiary value of data stored by
the Amazon® Echo
The research made by Douglas Laura-Sanchez (2018) used an Amazon Echo Dot (2nd
Generation) to collect and to study the data store on that device.

The target was identifying three possible data sources to run investigations. The first
possible data source testing was the web site https://alexa.amazon.com/, where the
authors using a laptop with Windows 10, version 10.0.14393 and Mozilla Firefox,
version 52.0.2 did a manual extraction only interacting with the web site to get data.
The other possible data source examined was the folder structure belonging to the
Alexa voice service application; in this case, the version tested was installed on Apple
iPhone 6 with iOSX 10.2.1 with the version 1.16.65.0 and, the last possible point to get
data was to check the mobile phone cache.

For the first data source, the authors indicated that with the correct username and
password, it was possible to collect the general configuration between user and
application. In other words, this source disclosed the number of skills installed and the
voice orders commands between the user and Amazon cloud service, among
additional information.

The second data source consisted of doing a manual extraction from the application
installed on the mobile phone, which reveals the same information obtained from the
same information than source web.

The third data source, the researchers used Blacklight, version 2016.3.1 as a forensic
tool to get a backup from the mobile phone, the tool disclosed two folders (Documents
and

Library)

in

the

path

“path/owner's

iPhone/mobile/Applications/com.amazon.echo”. The library folder had installed two
folders Cookies and Preferences, and the Document folder had only one folder
“LocalData.sqlite”.
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In brief, the results illustrate that the first two data sources, the essential information
disclosed were the utterances between the user and Alexa’s Amazon device, located in
history settings. The third data source revealed a few data due to security mechanisms
implanted by the maker. However, there is evidence of four archives that may reveal
important information. Finally, the authors indicated that it is possible using an
application called “Filza File Manager”, to get more data accessing the mobile phone
cache. The authors also suggest that the device (Amazon Echo) certainly has some
information that could be used as evidence in some digital forensic investigation.
However, they did not show any data that could support their suggestions.

3.1.2 Security Analysis of the Amazon Echo
The researchers created a code to execute a brute force attack to guess the four-digit
PIN to make an illegal buying using Amazon-Echo-Dot. Although did not mention the
hardware firmware or the specific echo dot version. The investigation also, mentioned
that to discover the four-digit PIN, only needs 41-hours and 40-minutes is required.
However, the article also indicates that most people only use a set of 20 Numbers
(Figure 3.1), which can be used to make illegal buying (Haack, Severance, Wallace, &
Wohlwend, 2017).

Figure 3.1: Frequencies for the 20 most common PINs. Reprinted from “Security Analysis of the
Amazon Echo,” by Haack, Severance, Wallace and Wohlwend, Allen Institute for Artificial
Intelligence (2017), p. 7.
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In the same research, the authors distorted audio with the word “Alexa”, to try to
activate the SPA without the owner knowledge. The researchers used a program called
“Praat” to analyse and tamper with the audio file, figure 3.2.

Figure 3. 2: Spectrogram of the word Alexa. Reprinted from “Security Analysis of the Amazon
Echo,” by Haack, Severance, Wallace and Wohlwend, Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence
(2017), p. 8.

The third point to stand out is that the researchers used the man-in-the-middle-attack
(MiTM) to collect data. Although most traffic is encrypted, the research found that
some traffic uses HTTP which are unencrypted. The authors concluded that the
strength of the Amazon Echo Dot is in the cloud service due to the device being only a
bridge that transmits the data where the SPA makes a voice recognition and play
sound. Lastly, the research concludes that the most promising point to break the
security is through sound attacks.

3.1.3 A Smart Home is No Castle: Privacy Vulnerabilities of Encrypted IoT Traffic
Apthorpe, Reisman and Feamster (2017) mention that the abilities that SPAs can offer
toward the automatization of daily basis human actions are broad, and it can help in
numerous ways. However, as is mentioned in this article, even though the traffic
generated by SPA devices is encrypted; it could reveal sensitive user information. Any
organisation or person that could have access to the SPA traffic may be able to identify
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patterns, metadata and other user activity. Analysing all the traffic exchange between
the SPAs and its respective cloud service providers, without an in-depth network traffic
analysis is possible.

The situation described above, as is mentioned by the article’s authors may generate
serious privacy concerns for SPAs owners. The article explains that to improve the IoT
systems, companies should offer some mechanisms to obfuscate or mask the traffic in
IoT devices. SPA devices could reveal security information or even medical conditions
that could indicate some illness, for instance, the case of people who cannot sleep at
night and start exchanging information with SPA devices.

3.1.4 Digital forensic approaches for Amazon Alexa ecosystem
The authors presented a concept call CIFT (Cloud-based IoT Forensic Toolkit), which
was used to recover artefacts, in this specific case from Amazon–Echo. The tool
provides the abilities to acquire several artefacts that are related during all the
Amazon-Echo ecosystem using no official Application-Programming-Interfaces (APIs).
The characteristics of CIFT, it is divided into four levels, i) Hardware-Forensic, ii)
Networks-devices, iii) Cloud services and iv) Client applications (Chung, Park, & Lee,
2017).

In the first level (Hardware-Forensic), the authors only mentioned other research in
which it was possible to do reverse engineering. However, in the rest of the article,
the authors did not give evidence to support or illustrate how it is possible to run this
specific test to recover data only using the hardware.

In the second level (Network-Forensic), the authors used a web debugging proxy call
“Charles” to filter and analyse the traffic between Alexa-Echo and Amazon-WebServices. In this phase, the researchers found that most traffic is encrypted. However,
even when most traffic was encrypted, some data could be analysed.
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The level three (Alexa cloud service), the article mentions that Amazon has not
revealed what APIs are used to transmit the data between device and cloud company
which has led to use no official APIs to run digital-forensic-test.

The last level (client applications) is where the users can examine what utterances,
shopping list or skills (Amazon apps) are installed or configured on the mobile device. A
considerable amount of data can be found on this level.
3.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Different sources of information, among them, academic articles, specialised
technology web pages, and technology news were referred to in chapter two, and
section 3.1. All of them together have led to creating the framework to formulate the
research questions. There is no doubt that, despite the incredible advantages that
bring the SPA devices, there are also several reasons to support the argument that
security, privacy and data user’s protection face particular risk that must be addressed
or at least must be acknowledged to avoid situations that threaten the security of the
owners of those devices. Therefore, the target of this research is to compare the
weakness and strengths of two devices relating to security and privacy and what
artefacts are possible of recovering from running a digital forensic test.

The first question tackled is to reveal what stage of the SPAs ecosystem is the most
fragile for privacy data and security, and what is there evidence to support this
argument.

Q1: What is the weakest security stage in the SPA's ecosystem, and why?

The second question is to identify what attacks may reveal a user’s personal
information.

Q2: What attacks on the SPA can disclose a user’s personal information?
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The third question seeks to establish what personal data can be revealed from these
attacks.
Q3: What sort of personal data might reveal from these attacks?

The target of the fourth question is to decide what SPA device according to the
research offers better security, privacy and data user’s information and why?

Q4: Which SPA device Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 or Google-Home-Mini offers better security,
privacy and data user’s protection?

The last research question aims to discover artefacts that may be collected to run
digital forensic research, according to information compiled in this document.

Q5: What information can be collected executing digital forensic tests in SPA’s
ecosystem?
3.3 RESEARCH DESIGN

The research methodology used in this work based on qualitative methods to describe,
inspect and explain the distinct phenomena derived from empirical experience related
to the privacy and security issues of two smart personal assistants.

Qualitative methods are based on the meaning of individual experiences with the idea
of developing a theory or pattern to explain or understand a process (Creswell, 2003).

Thus, through the design, elaboration, execution of distinct experiments where the
outcome expressed in words to understand results, concepts

and describe

experiences with the target of answering the research questions defined in section 3.2

The data collected through the elaboration of distinct experiments to understand the
possibles causes and effects of drawbacks of SPAs related to the users' data privacy.
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The distinct experiments executed using Kali Linux as Operating System due to it is
open-source; additionally, Kali Linux encompass several advanced penetration tools
(apps) installed which give the tester different configuration options for the execution
of various experiments.

The final discretion in deciding which application or resorce would be used to execute
a given experiment was based on the prior validation of the tool based on ease of use,
access to the documentation of the tool, ease of configuration of the tool and results
obtained by the tool. Thus, although several applications were able to run more than
one experiment, the final decision of the tool was based on the quantity of data
extraction and ease of interpretation of the information.

Similarly, insomuch as the target if this work was to validate the security issues of two
SPAs devices, this document used a "security testing methodology" as a framework to
design, collect, examine and reporting results.

Among the distinct "Security testing methodology", this work used Information
Systems Security Assessment Framework (ISSAF) as security testing methodology
because only has three states (Planning & Preparation, assessment and Reporting,
Clean Up and destroy Artefacts), compared with other frameworks that are more
complex; but also this framework is intuitive, clear and the methodology is optimized
to help the tester to avoid common mistakes.

Nowadays, there are various security testing methodologies to help to diagnose the
weakness and strengths of electronic devices. The selection of any penetration testing
tool depends on different circumstances as was defined in, Prandini and Ramilli (2010).
Among the elements depicted by them, it is valuable to highlight the following points:
•

Modelling

•

Planning

•

Flexibility

•

Reporting

•

Granularity
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3.3.1 Modelling: The framework ought to define clearly the main ideas to facilitate the
configuration and the testing methods, by eliminating possible ambivalence and guide
the researcher towards the optimal model that better fit the next actions.

3.3.2 Planning: The framework should help the research in set up a detailed plan to
obtain the best possible results. Examples of procedure features include a clear idea of
every phase, preliminary steps for each stage, instruments used in every step of the
test, expected results. In this phase, the framework should support the research in
selecting the best and effective procedures for a model.

3.3.3 Flexibility: Although it is important to define a plan from the beginning and follow
the instructions; it is also essential to identify a means to integrate new procedures
that may help the research to improve the outcomes. In other words, it is possible that
the tester during the experiments can find unexpected results which were not taking in
consideration from the beginning. Without this option, the examiner may lose
meaningful results that may lead to discovering essential results.

3.3.4 Adaptation: The ideas and models characterised inside a procedure ought to be
unambiguous; however, this quality ought not to obstruct the likelihood to adjust
them to a wide range of varieties of the genuine frameworks to be tried.

3.3.5 Guidance: Nowadays, there are several methods to do security penetration tests.
However, every method should present a useful procedure about the distinct activities
that are related to a specific test. Similarly, every process should define the
prerequisites, the procedures in the activity and the expected outcomes.

3.3.6 Reporting: The security penetration test not only involves the execution of
distinct methods to verify the security of devices; but also, this involves the generation
of different reports which help to the tester to not omit relevant information. Similarly,
the tester should have in mind what sort of public will have access to the final reports
to write them in a way that is understandable to the reader.
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3.3.5 Granularity: Some methodologies are designed to write any information that the
tester could find before, during and after the test. However, a good methodology
should help the research to avoid useless data. The tester should check carefully what
methodology might be better before the design of the test, to improve the outcomes,
and to avoid the loss of time.
According to the ideas exposed above, distinct relevant methodologies to do
penetration security test, have been examined. Some of the most common methods
used nowadays are:
•

GNST (The Guideline no Network Security Testing)

•

BHMS (the Black Hat Methodology)

•

OSSTMM (The Open Source Security Testing Methodology Manual)

•

ISSAF (The Information Systems Security Assessment Framework)

Among all the test security penetration test mentioned before, the ISSAF will be used
in this document base on based on its ease of use and simplicity of application. Also,
this methodology is clear and intuitive for the tester penetrator who does not have
much experience applying these procedures. Also, ISSAF offers better modelling,
planning and granularity compare with the other methodologies which may help to the
researcher to reduce the mistakes during the data collection and data analysis phases
(Prandini, & Ramilli, 2010) Table 3.1.
Table 3.1
ISSAF

OSSTMM

BHM

GNST

Modelling

+

=

-

-

Planning

+

-

-

-

Flexibility

-

-

-

+

Adaptation

=

+

+

=

Guidance

=

=

-

+

Reporting

-

=

-

=

Granularity

+

=

-

-

+ Good coverage
Key

= Average coverage
- Limited or no coverage
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Table 3. 1 FEATURE MAP OF THE SECURITY TESTING METHODOLOGIES. Reprinted from. “In The
IEEE symposium on Computers and Communications (pp. 320-325)”. IEEE. By Prandini and
Ramilli, M. (2010, June), p. 321.

The ISSAF methodology is divided into three significant components. The first is
“Planning and Preparation”. In this phase, all components to run the tests must be
ready. The second component is the “Assessment”, and this is sub-divided into nine
components. The second phase is the core of the ISSAF methodology, where all the
essential things are carried out. The last phase is “Reporting, Clean-up and destroy
artefacts”. In the last phase, the researcher must write a complete document where
the findings are presented and analysed. A diagram of the ISSAF methodology can be
seen in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Information Systems Security Assessment Framework. Reprinted from “Information
Systems Security Assessment Framework (ISSAF) Draft 0.2 1B page 14” by Rathore, Brunner,
Dilaj, Herrera, Brunati, Subramaniam, and Chavan
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3.4 DATA REQUIREMENTS

The execution of the security penetration tests will be in a controlled environment,
where all the variables can be monitored and thus, it can analyse the data in a detailed
and complete way. For this reason, an environment test will be required where all the
components can be measured and controlled. An isolated environment can produce
the best results to avoid spurious data. The target of this isolated environment is
simulated penetration testing process and describes the methods that have used to
obtain information from two SPA devices. This research will document the procedures
to include in a framework for future investigations.

This environment test will count with means both hardware and software to obtain the
data. Every penetration test will enumerate what hardware of software was used to
have a complete description of the test. Similarly, every additional hardware or
software will be identified and tag.

3.4.1 Setup environment.
All the security penetration test will have three elements in common. All the data will
be recorded in a laptop Asus K56V which runs as operating system Kali Linux version
2019.2. The other two items will be the target devices; an Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 and a
Google-Home-Mini. Similarly, as was mentioned before in section 3.4, all the
procedures will be executed in a computer laboratory which provides all the
mechanisms to obtained data in an isolated environment.
3.5 DATA COLLECTION
The information collected is the essence of this study. Every test will be executed as
follows.
•

All the hardware will be turned off at the beginning of each test. To guarantee
that the physical elements do not have information saved, which may
compromise the data.
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•

The second phase will be to turn on the laptop. In this phase, it is important to
mention that the laptop will work as a Hot-Spot in Kali-Linux since the laptop
will be provided with both connections. The Wi-Fi connection for the SPA
devices and the connectivity to the Internet. Moreover, the Wi-Fi laptop
connection cannot to have any other device transmitting or exchanging
information.

•

Setup additional hardware or software depending on the test requirements.
For example, in some scenarios, it will be essential to record the time. From the
moment the attack is launched, and the moment it is reflected on the device. In
that case, a timer will be used.

•

When the entire environment before the test is done, a checklist will be used
to record all the variables. Verifying that they are configured according to the
test.

•

When all the above steps have been done, one device target will be turned on
to start the experiment.

•

Start collecting data for further analysis. When the experiment has enough
data, it will be saved, and all the physical devices will be turned off again.

3.6 DATA ANALYSIS

In this phase of the research, all the findings will be written. After saving data, all the
configurations will be undone to free the resources, like removing files or unplugging
any device used during the penetration test. During data analysis, all the information
will be reviewed to check any anomaly or mistake. It is possible that during the phase
of data collection or data analysis, misconfigurations or other mistaken would lead to
erroneous data which will be essential to be recognised to repeat the test or identify
the issue. Similarly, to compare the data, some experiments will be executed more
than one time.
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3.7 LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH DESIGN
During the execution of this study, distinct limitations were encountered. Even though
numerous experiments were executed and, data was collected. Some of the limitations
were:
•

More SPA devices could have been used in this study; for instance, Homepod
from Apple Company or Sonos smart speaker, only two mentions two cases. It
could have been interesting to have had the option of working with more
intelligent speaker assistants to have security comparative among several
others.

•

Financial support for this study had a limited budget which limited the scope of
it. During the execution of this research, it was evident that some other
physical devices could have helped with the study.

•

Some specific experiment such as, hidden voice command attacks, needed
specific hardware which was out of the scope of this studio.

•

The use of a single computer to collect the data could be another limitation in
this study. Similarly, there was only one Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 device and one
Google-Home-device to produce the data. In other words, there is no option to
make comparisons at the same time of two identical devices.

3.8 DISCLAIMER

The physical resources used in this research, such as laptop, SPAs devices and others
belong to the author owner of this document. Other physical resources belong to AUT
University. Similarly, most of the software used in this research is under the GNU
policy, such as operating system Kali Linux or security applications for penetrating test.
All the data collected during the execution of the tests is only to support the research
questions that this document will answer. Besides, this study has not been carried out
to support other researches.

The tests have been designed to validate the security features of two SPA devices
(Google-Mini-Home and Alexa-Echo-Dot v3). Also, at no point have attempts been
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made to directly or indirectly create mechanisms to manipulate or interfere with the
reliability, availability or integrity of the information generated in the devices
mentioned above.

The data generation in some test will involve the personal accounts of the owner of
this research when the experiment demands it. For example, the Amazon or Google
accounts of the document owner. In other words, third-party accounts are not
involved in this study.

3.9 CONCLUSION
Chapter three has introduced the research methodology that this document will use.
This document discussed four related works that it will support this study. All the
research questions have established in section 3.2. Section 3.3 explains why this
investigation will use empirical methods and analytical procedures for forensic test.
Data requirement were defined in section 3.4, which explained why it is crucial to
determine an isolated environment to supervise the distinct examinations. Section 3.5
described the step by step that it will be applied to collect the information product of
the different tests. Section 3.6 portrays how it will drive the data analysis and what
considerations should be to count to have valid information. The limitations of this
study were mentioned in section 3.7, and finally, a disclaimer was exposed in section
3.8.
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Chapter 4 Research Findings

4.0 INTRODUCTION

The target for chapter four is the execution of distinct penetration test attacks.
Similarly, what evidence may be compiled to run a digital forensic test? The
penetration tests will be divided into five types of attacks. The first kind of attack will
be related to the interaction between user and SPA device. The second kind of attack
will is related to different types of wireless assaults that might face SPA devices. The
third type of attack will describe the possible issues that SPA devices may face related
to cloud service. The fourth type of attack is similar to web technologies and, finally,
the fifth type of attack will cover the possible attacks using the respective SPA
applications. According in section 3.5, every penetration test will be carried out
Independently of every other test. Furthermore, each penetration test will use distinct
applications and methodologies. The findings will group in the five different kinds of
attacks mentioned before.

Most of the applications carried out used tools installed by default in Kali-Linux. In
some specific cases will necessary to do some configurations to adjust the tool to the
test.

4.1 SECURITY TESTING PROCEDURE

4.1.1 User to SPA gadget
The first line of security penetration tests will be the interaction between the user and
the SPA device. This first phase of security penetration test will try to demonstrate that
it is possible using methods such as impersonation and synthetic voice, among others.
These kinds of attack which may lead to the security breach. The security penetration
tests that will develop in this phase are:
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•

Weak authentication (weak single-factor authentication)

•

Hidden voice command (Dolphin Attack)

•

Synthetic voice (Artificial voice)

•

Indecipherable sound (Audio mangled)

4.1.1.1 Weak authentication (Weak single-factor authentication)
Information gathering
Several academic articles mention this specific weakness (Lei Xinyu et al. 2017; Zhang
et al. 2017 and Roy et al. 2018). The following two academic articles were considered.
“The Insecurity of Home Digital Voice Assistants – Amazon Alexa as a Case Study” and
“Continuous Authentication for Voice Assistants”.

Vulnerability identification (Object test)

The target is to demonstrate that digital voice assistant (VDA), and in this specific case,
two SPA devices (Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 and Google-Home-Mini) suffer from weak
authentication procedure. That means that any person who can speak directly to any
of the two devices can exchange information with these two devices. As Edu, Such and
Suarez-Tangil (2019) argued, there are various reasons why SPA devices have this
issue. Some of them are that the user does not always have the same tone when she
or he is tired. When the user has some illness, the voice tone could change, similarly,
when a person becomes older, the voice tones change.

In this experiment, a group of human voices will be used for testing. For Alexa-EchoDot v3 “Hey Alexa tell me the latest news” and for Google-Home-Mini “Hey Google tell
me the latest news”. After this test, it is possible to identify if all the different human
voices may exchange information with SPA devices.

Configuration of the experiment.

The requirements for this security penetration test are shown in Table 4.1
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Table 4. 1Requirements

Security penetration test - Weak authentication

Components
Internet connection
Human sound with distinct gender, ages, nationality.
Amazon-Echo-Dot v3
Google-Home-Mini

Description
Connectivity cloud company
Emit or transmit utterances
SPA device
SPA device

Penetration test result
Table 4. 2 Result

Amazon-Alexa-Echo-Dot v3 - Weak authentication

Race
White
Black
Asian
Hispano
Table 4. 3 Result

Age/Years
25
23
23
40

Mother Language
English
Chinese
Hindi
Spanish

Gender
Female
Male
Male
Male

Result

Gender
Female
Male
Male
Male

Result

✓
✓
✓
✓

Google-Home-Mini - Weak authentication

Race
White
Black
Asian
Hispano

Age/Years
25
23
23
40

Mother Language
English
Chinese
Hindi
Spanish

✓
✓
✓
✓

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show that SPA devices are available to exchange information with
any person that can emit utterances to them. Similarly, the speech recognition system
can process any voice order that can be grammatically understandable even if the
person has English as a second language. This means that SPA devices currently lack
mechanisms that can identify and authenticate the user who issues orders using voice.

4.1.1.2 Hidden voice command (Dolphin Attack)
Information gathering
The human ear can hear to sound frequencies in the range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz. A sound
that is above of frequency of 20 kHz is called ultrasound and the human ear cannot
perceive this kind of sound. However, according to the work made by Hassanieh and
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Roy (2017), and Carlini et al. (2016), some SPA devices, like Amazon-Alexa, can detect
utterances and process voice commands that human ear cannot hear. Some videos on
the internet show that this attack is possible; including 1. Hidden Voice Commands 2.
Inaudible BackDoor Sound: 3. DolphinAttack: Inaudible Voice Command

The experiment by Hassanieh and Choudhury (2017) illustrates that to be successful in
this test, specific hardware should be used. Some of the pieces of equipment used in
the article are ultrasonic speakers and a waveform generator. The authors used a
Keysight 33500b series; a NE5535AP op-amp and, two speakers’ array, Figure 4.1

Figure 4. 1 Back Door experimental setup. Reprinted from “Backdoor: Making microphones hear

inaudible sounds” by Roy, Hassanieh, and Roy (2017 June), p. 8.

The above shows that for this security penetration test to be successful; the intruder
must have specific hardware. Moreover, the attacker needs to know physics and
electrical engineer to be successful. It seems that this attack is only applicable in
specific conditions. In other words, in an environmental laboratory where all the
variables can be adequately managed.

Vulnerability identification
Due to some limitations –among them, knowledge and budget-, it was not possible to
execute the same test, as was done by Hassanieh and Choudhury (2017) or Carlini et
al. (2016). Instead, it test will reproduce two digital audio files with a frequency above
15 kHz and, using three speaker devices; a desktop computer, tablet mobile and a
mobile phone. The target is to test if the two SPA devices in this studio can detect,
understand and process those two audio digital files. The utterance for Amazon-Echo67

Dot v3 was: “Hey Alexa, what it is the capital of New Zealand” and, that for GoogleHome-Mini was “Hey Google, what it is the capital of New Zealand”.

Configuration of the experiment
The requirements for this security penetration test are shown in Table 4.4
Table 4. 4

Requirements security penetration test - Hidden voice command (Dolphin

Attack)
Component
Internet connection
Desktop computer with speakers
Mobile table with speaker
Mobile phone to reproduce digital audio files.
Amazon-Echo-Dot v3
Google-Home-Mini
Two digital audio files with a frequency of 15 kHz

Table 4. 5 Result

Description
Connectivity cloud company
Asus Laptop
Sony Xperia
Oppo R15 pro
SPA device
SPA device
Sent attack- one file for every SPA device

Security penetration test- Hidden voice command

Laptop Computer
Tablet
Mobile Phone
Bluetooth Speaker

Amazon Echo Dot v3
Device
Command
activated
processed
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘

Google Home Mini
Device
Command
Activated
Processed
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘

Table 4.5 illustrates that the two digital audio files with a frequency of 15 kHz did not
activate any SPA devices. It could mean that this experiment specific physical
components must be used to exchange data with them.
4.1.1.3 Synthetic voice attack (Weak single-factor authentication)
Information gathering
There are several options to simulate the human voice. The work done by Lei et al.
(2017); any voice utterance made by human or machines that is grammatically correct,
can be processed by any SPA. Lei et al. (2017) illustrated this using a computer to
create an artificial human voice to break the authentication process in an amazonecho-dot. A similar studio done by Yamada, Kumakura and Kitawaki (2006), showed
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that artificial voice might be useful to save time and money when it is necessary to
record long speeches. Similarly, an artificial voice was used to validate speech
recognition.

Vulnerability identification
The idea behind this test is to use some software or application that can assist us in
creating a synthetic human voice. In this case, it was used the site on internet
“fromtexttospeech.com”, where it is possible to obtain distinct human artificial voices,
as well as in different speed reproductions and languages, as shown in figure 4.2. The
utterance command for Amazon-Echo-Dot: is “Hey Alexa, what is the current weather
conditions”; and for Google-Home-Mini: is “Hey Google, what is the current weather
conditions”.

Figure 4. 2 Web site to produce artificial voice http://www.fromtexttospeech.com

Configuration of the experiment is shown in table 4.6
Table 4. 6 Requirements

security penetration test synthetic voice attack

Type

Components
Desktop computer
Hardware Tablet
Mobile Phone

Description
ASUS
Sony Xperia
Oppo R15pro
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Software

Bluetooth speaker
Amazon-Echo-Dot
Google-Home-Mini
Internet connection

Wonderboom
SPA Target
SPA Target
Access web www.fromtexttospeech.com

Penetration test result
Table 4. 7 Result

Synthetic voice attack for Amazon-Echo-Dot v3

Machines

Accent

Speed

Alice

Daisy

George

Jenna

John

Desktop Computer

US English

Medium

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Laptop Computer

US English

Medium

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Mobile Phone

US English

Medium

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Bluetooth speaker

US English

Medium

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Machines

Accent

Speed

Emma

Harry

Desktop Computer

US British

Medium

✘

✘

Laptop Computer

US British

Medium

✘

✘

Mobile Phone

US British

Medium

✘

✘

Bluetooth speaker

US British

Medium

✘

✘

Machines

Accent

Speed

Alice

Daisy

George

Jenna

John

Desktop Computer

US English

Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Laptop Computer

US English

Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Mobile Phone

US English

Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Bluetooth speaker

US English

Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Machines

Accent

Speed

Emma

Harry

Desktop Computer

US British

Fast

✘

✘

Laptop Computer

US British

Fast

✘

✘

Mobile Phone

US British

Fast

✘

✘

Bluetooth speaker

US British

Fast

✘

✘

Machines

Accent

Speed

Alice

Daisy

George

Jenna

John

Desktop Computer

US English

Very Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Laptop Computer

US English

Very Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Mobile Phone

US English

Very Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Bluetooth speaker

US English

Very Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Machines

Accent

Speed

Emma

Harry

Desktop Computer

US British

Very Fast

✘

✘

Laptop Computer

US British

Very Fast

✘

✘

Mobile Phone

US British

Very Fast

✘

✘
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Bluetooth speaker

US British

✘

Very Fast

✘

Table 4.8 Result Synthetic voice attack for Google-Home-Mini

Machines

Accent

Speed

Alice

Daisy

George

Jenna

John

Desktop Computer

US English

Medium

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Laptop Computer

US English

Medium

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Mobile Phone

US English

Medium

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Bluetooth speaker

US English

Medium

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Machines

Accent

Speed

Emma

Harry

Desktop Computer

US British

Medium

✓

✓

Laptop Computer

US British

Medium

✓

✓

Mobile Phone

US British

Medium

✓

✓

Bluetooth speaker

US British

Medium

✓

✓

Machines

Accent

Speed

Alice

Daisy

George

Jenna

John

Desktop Computer

US English

Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Laptop Computer

US English

Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Mobile Phone

US English

Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Bluetooth speaker

US English

Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Machines

Accent

Speed

Emma

Harry

Desktop Computer

US British

Fast

✓

✓

Laptop Computer

US British

Fast

✓

✓

Mobile Phone

US British

Fast

✓

✓

Bluetooth speaker

US British

Fast

✓

✓

Machines

Accent

Speed

Alice

Daisy

George

Jenna

John

Desktop Computer

US English

Very Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Laptop Computer

US English

Very Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Mobile Phone

US English

Very Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Bluetooth speaker

US English

Very Fast

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Machines

Accent

Speed

Emma

Harry

Desktop Computer

US British

Very Fast

✓

✓

Laptop Computer

US British

Very Fast

✓

✓

Mobile Phone

US British

Very Fast

✓

✓

Bluetooth speaker

US British

Very Fast

✓

✓
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Table 4.7 indicates that the SPA device Amazon-Echo-Dot can difference between
distinct accents, as was illustrated in this experiment; Amazon-Echo-Dot could not
process any voice order with a British accent. However, with USA English accent
Amazon-Echo-Dot processed all the voice commands since a normal voice speed (100 –
130 words per minute) until a high voice speed (around 150 words per minute).

Table 4.8 shows that Google-Home-Mini can accept and process numerous English
accents with distinct voice speeds.

This experiment demostrated that speech software recognition to process and
understands voice command orders works in a different way depending on the SPA
device. Similarly, this security penetration test showed that SPAs devices lack of
mechanisms that can identify if the voice source comes from a user or on the contrary
comes from a machine, like TVs or radios.

4.1.1.4 Indecipherable sound
Information gathering
Other issues that could face SPA devices are attacks where the human ear can hear
sounds that at some level do not have meaning by us. However, these
incomprehensible sounds can be processed by SPA devices. This attack will base on the
work done by Haack, Severance, Wallace and Wohlwend (2017).
Similarly, another work found that there are differences between sound human that
being recognised and sounds that some SPAs may execute, which could lead to
security issues. The authors used MATLAB2014b to distort the original audio file to
mount this attack successfully, although the authors do not show any evidence
(Vaidya., Zhang, Sherr, & Shields, 2015).

Vulnerability identification (Object test)
The target in this test is to exploit speech that SPA may recognise and process to run
unapproved orders. For this security penetration test, it was used a program called
“Praat” which can download from “Praat: doing phonetics by computer” figure 4.3.
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Figure 4. 3 web page to download “Praat” App

After installing the application, it is used to generate an audio file for each SPA device
with the keywords; for Alexa-Echo-Dot would be “Hey Alexa, how are you” and, for
Google-Home-Mini would be “Hey Google, how are you”. The target is, firstly, create
two digital audio files, each one for the particular SPA device. For that purpose, a
mobile phone will use to record the voice. Secondly, using “Praat”, the original audio
files will be distorted sufficiently to be unrecognisable by the human ear, but still able
to be recognised, understood and processed by the SPA devices.

Configuration of the experiment

The requirements for this security penetration test are shown in Table 4.9
Table 4. 9 Requirements

security penetration test Indecipherable sound

Components
Internet connection
“Praat” Software
Amazon-Echo-Dot v3
Google-Home-Mini

Description
Connectivity cloud company
Modified voice command app
SPA device target
SPA device target

Penetration test result
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Echo-Dot
After distortion, the phrase “Hey Alexa, how are you” (figure 4.4); the result is shown
in figure 4.5.

Figure 4. 4 Spectrogram of the word phrase “Hey Alexa, how are you?”

Figure 4. 5 Spectrogram of the word phrase “Hey Alexa, how are you?” After being distorted

Google-Home-Mini
After distortion, the phrase “Hey Google, how are you”, figure 4.6; the result is shown
in figure 4.7.

Figure 4. 6 Spectrogram of the word phrase “Hey Google, how are you?”
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Figure 4. 7 Spectrogram of the word phrase “Hey Google, how are you?” After being distorted

Results of Indecipherable sound are in table 4.10
Table 4. 10 Result

Security penetration test- Indecipherable sound

Desktop Computer
Tablet
Mobile Phone
Bluetooth Speaker

Amazon Echo Dot v3
Device
Command
activated
processed
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘

Google Home Mini
Device
Command
Activated
processed
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘

Table 10 pointed out that the audio file distorted in this experiment did not work as
was expected. It means that it is necessary to improve the digital audio file to get
meaningful results. Similarly, it could be possible to use other applications to modify
the audio file to get the expected result.

4.1.2 SPA gadget to SPA cloud voice service
Although the communication is encrypted in the SPA devices as mentioned in section
3.8.2, it is still possible to perform a security penetration test to compromise the
availability, integrity and confidentiality of SPA information. The security penetration
tests that were done on stage two of the SPA’s ecosystem are:
•

Profiling (Network traffic analysis)

•

TCP port analysis/Attacks

•

DoS (Denial of service)

•

Man in the middle attack

•

Bluetooth attack (The blueborne attack)

•

Filtering HTTP and HTTPS traffic
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4.1.2.1 Profiling (Network traffic analysis)
Information gathering

Captured metadata can be used to identify consumer patterns. Today most electronic
device exchange information with other devices and SPAs can become a gold mine of
data to recognise the distinct services that a user is consuming with SPA devices even
when the data is encrypted. This security penetration test is based on the work done
by Edu, Such and Suarez-Tangil (2019). Similarly, the ideas expressed by Cufoglu (2014)
where the author expressed that today most of the personal information is contained
and consumed in distinct virtual ways and, as a result of that sort of behaviour, it is
possible to use different personal data for different targets, such as, custom
advertising, only to mention a case.

Vulnerability identification (Object test)

The target of Home-Router profiling (Stage two SPA ecosystem) is to identify network
traffic value to infer user communication even when traffic is encrypted. What kind of
data transmitted? What metadata can be identified and what patterns of network
traffic can reveal? All disclosure information about the user’s online activity could
represent a risk on user data privacy.

In this first part of the test, the two devices are connected to the Internet in a period
of times of 14 hours. During that time, no person issue voice command to the devices.
The main idea is to learn about the traffic behaviour behind the devices and their
respective service cloud providers. From the traffic data collected, it is possible to build
a framework to infer when the user is consuming SPA services. For example, the
context can explain what kinds of protocols are being used by SPA devices. Also, it is
feasible to deduce the traffic exchange rate between device and cloud service
provider.
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Moreover, the analysis can indicate what protocols are used between the SPA and the
cloud company. Similarly, it is possible to infer the rata of data that the device
exchange with the cloud company to compare the data flow of input and output of the
device.

When the first phase of the experiment finishes, the exchanging of information
between user and SPA device is started. The second stage analysis is to identify the
date pattern when the individual consumes SPA services; in this specific case, when it
is listening to the news and when the person listens to music.

Configuration of experiment Table 4.11 / Profiling (Network traffic analysis)

Table 4. 11 Requirements

security penetration test - Profiling (Network traffic analysis)

Type

Components
Laptop ASUS N56V Series
Mobile Phone OPPO R15 Pro Model CPH1831
Hardware
Google Home Mini
Amazon Echo Dot (3rd generation)
Operate system: Linux
Application: Dumpcap
Software
Application Fing
Internet connexion

Description
v 4.19.0-kali5-amd64
Mobile Phone
SPA device target
SPA device target
v 4.19.0-kali5
v 2.6.9
v 8.2.4
Cloud connectivity

Penetration test result

After installing FING app on the mobile phone to scan Wi-Fi devices on the same LAN,
the application found four devices connected a network called Kali. (Kali network is the
Hotspot ID name, set up in the laptop) figure 4.8.
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Figure 4. 8 Devices discovered by FING application

Figure 4.8 illustrates that the Wi-Fi router has IP address 10.42.0.1, mobile Phone has
the IP address 10.42.0.92, Amazon device has the IP address 10.42.0.184 and, Google
device has the IP address 10.42.0.203.

Figure 4.9 indicates that Echo-Dot device has the MAC address 7C:61:66:XX:XX:XX.
Similarly, figure 4.10 point out that the Google-Home-Mini device has the MAC address
38:8B:59:XX.XX.XX.

Figure 4. 9 SPA Amazon Echo Dot details
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Figure 4. 10 SPA Google Home Mini details

Using Kali Linux installed on the laptop as a Hotspot, all the traffic between the SPAs
and their respective service cloud providers is captured. During a time of 14 hours
approximately without any external interference, the two SPAs devices were
exchanging data.

The data was collected between 2019-07-09 starting at 18:00:01 until 2019-09-10
08:00:00. (Figure 4.11)

Figure 4. 11Date data Amazon-Echo-Dot

During that time, Wireshark application captured 30324 packets which generated a file
of 5615 KB. (Figure 4.12)

Figure 4. 12 Data details – Amazon-Echo-Dot
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Data analysis of Amazon Alexa Echo Dot

Figure 4.13 related the input traffic Vs output traffic. During the evaluation time, the
device generated most output traffic compared with the return traffic generated.

In

other words; the output traffic generated 45 output packets by minute; whereas, the
input traffic only produced 35 input packet by minute approximately.

Figure 4. 13 Traffic analysis – Amazon-Echo-Dot

Most of the half output traffic is related to TCP protocol (55%). One-quarter of total
traffic belongs to TLSv1.2 with 24%. The third protocol with more transit is ICMP, with
almost a tenth of the total traffic. The other protocols with some significance data are
DNS and HTTP with 6% and 3% respectively. (Figure 4.14)

Output Traffic Echo-Dot
TLSv1.2
24%

DHCP

DNS

HTTP

ICMP

DHCP DNS HTTP
0% 6% 3%

TCP
55%
IGMPv3 MDNS

ICMP
12%
IGMPv3
0%
MDNS
0%
NTP
SSDP
0%
0%

NTP

SSDP

TCP

Figure 4. 14 Traffic protocols generate by Amazon’s device
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TLSv1.2

For input traffic, the primary protocol is TCP with 43%; with almost a third of total
traffic is TLSv1.2 with 31%. Like the output traffic, ICMP protocol is the third with more
data exchange produced by the device (Amazon Echo Dot) with 15%. The rest of the
traffic is DNS and HTTP protocols with 8% and 3% respectively. (Figure 4.15)

Input Traffic Echo-Dot
TLSv1.2
31%

DHCP
0%

DNS
8% HTTP
3%

NTP
0%

ICMP
15%

IGMPv3
0%

DHCP

DNS

HTTP

ICMP

TCP
43%
MDNS

IGMPv3

MDNS
0%

SSDP
0%
NTP

SSDP

TCP

TLSv1.2

Figure 4. 15 Traffic received by Amazon’s device.

Figure 4.16 illustrates the packet numbers between the input and output traffic,
divided among different protocols. TCP protocol in both cases (input and output
traffic) is the primary protocol. The second protocol is TLSv1.2, whose information
exchanged is almost the same in traffic and output traffic. ICMP is the third protocol
with more exchange of packets, and it is practically the same in input as output traffic.
DNS is the next protocol with more packets exchanged and, in this case, the
relationship between output and input is practically the same.

Output Vs Input Trafic Echo-Dot
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Input 10.42.0.184
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Figure 4. 16 Comparison among protocols related input traffic Vs output traffic. SPA Amazon.
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Google Home Mini analysis data.
The data collected between 2019-07-11 starting at 18:00:28 until 2019-09-10 07:59:53.
(Figure 4.17)

Figure 4. 17 Date Google-Home-Mini

During that time, Wireshark application captured 45790 packets which generated a file
of 12 MB. (Figure 4.18)

Figure 4. 18 Data details Google-Home-Mini

Data analysis of Google Home Mini

Figure 4.19 related the input traffic Vs output traffic. During the evaluation time, most
traffic (output) generated by Google Home Mini. In contrast, the traffic whose destiny
was the itself-device was approximately three-fourths compare with the output traffic.
The graphic describes three peaks one at the beginning of the test which ascended at
little more of 900 packets. The second was around midnight and rose around 300
packets and the third peak rose until more of 900 packets. In average, the device
(Google Home Mini) transmitted 50 packets (output traffic), and in the same way, the
device received (input traffic) around 39 packets during the collected data. (Figure
4.19)
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Figure 4. 19 Traffic analysis – Google-Home-Mini

Regarding the output traffic, the protocol that exchanges most traffic was MDNS
(Multicast Domain Name System) near to third of total data (31%). The second place is
for GQUIC (Google Quick UDP Internet Connections) with 21%. TCP has third place with
a percentage of 15%. Almost sharing the fourth and the fifth position are ICMP and
DNS with 12% and 11% respectively. TLSv1.2 has the least representative data with
only 4%. (Figure 4.20)
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Figure 4. 20 Traffic generated by Google’s device
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For input traffic, the main protocol was UDP protocol with 42%. Sharing the second
place and third place with 17% are TCP and ICMP protocols. DNS at the fourth position
has 15% and, the last position is for TLSv1.3 protocol with 8% (Figure 4.21).
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Figure 4. 21 Traffic acquired by Google device.

Graphic 4.24 illustrates the packet numbers between the input and output traffic,
divided among different protocols. Protocols UDP and TLS v3 are only present in input
traffic with 8000 and 2000 packets respectively. In the same way, the protocols GQUIC
and MDNS only present in output traffic, the first one with a traffic of 7000 packets
and the second one with a number around 8000 packets. The other protocols
exchanged during the test showed a similar output and input traffic rates to the
exception of the TLSv1.2 protocol, which the output traffic was almost three times
than input traffic. (Figure 4.22)
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Figure 4. 22 Comparison among protocols related input traffic Vs output traffic. Google device.

Stage two (identifying patterns) (Listening news)
In phase one, the two devices were used without any external intervention; this
illustrates what sort of traffic exchange between the devices and their respective cloud
service companies as well as the number of packets exchanged.
In stage two, the target is to develop a guide to establishing patterns of behaviour; as
well as profiling to identify classes of users.
Figure 4.23 relates the data that is produced by the Amazon Echo-Dot device when the
user wants to listen to the news. Uttering “Hey Alexa, tell me the latest news”. During
five minutes approximately, Alexa device played news from BBC via TuneIn.

Figure 4. 23 Data details – Stage two – Amazon-Echo-Dot

The graphic shows one peak, which the TCP protocol had the largest exchange of data
between the device and Amazon Cloud services, reaching a rate of a little more of
1500 packets at that point. (Figure 4.24)
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Figure 4. 24 Traffic analysis – Amazon-Echo-Dot- Reproducing news

According to the application Wireshark, the data collected 8897 packets which 4510
packets (50.7%) belong to TCP protocol by 80 port. (Figure 4.25)

Figure 4. 25 Traffic filtered by TPC protocol No. 80

In the same way, filtering the most crucial IP address by source, besides that of the
SPA, the other IPs are 210.7.43.139 and 52.46.145.51. (Figure 4.26)

Figure 4. 26 Most important Source IP address – Amazon-Echo-Dot - News

Checking the IP address above mentioned that IPs associated with REANNZ National
Research and Education Network and Amazon.com, Inc. (Figure 4.27 and figure 4.28).
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Figure 4. 27 Owner’s IP address 210.7.43.139

Figure 4. 28 Owner’s IP address 52.46.145.51

The same procedure applied to Google-Home-Mini. In this case, the utterance was
“Hey Google, tell me the latest news”. During 15 minutes, Google Home Mini played
the news. (Figure 4.29)

Figure 4. 29 Date data Google-Home-Mini

The analysis graphic shows that five peaks recorded, all of them related to TCP
protocol by port 443, the highest peak reached at 9:50:43, where the exchange was of
4800 packets. The second highest peak reached eight minutes later with an exchange
of 4258 packets. Other peaks exchange a rating average between 1540 and 2427
packets (Figure 4.30).
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Figure 4. 30 Traffic analysis Google-Home-Mini

The information collected by Wireshark illustrates that only the TCP protocol exchange
19031 (87%) packets of a total of 21876 packets (Figure 4.31).

Figure 4. 31Traffic analysis by protocol TCP

Similarly, the two IPs that most generated traffic besides de SPA device were
210.7.43.137 and 13.35.146.7. (Figure 4.32)

Figure 4. 32 Two IP address filtered by the source that produces the most traffic

Those two IPs are related to the following organisations, REANNZ National Research
and Education Network and Amazon.com, Inc. (Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34).
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Figure 4. 33 Owner’s IP address 210.7.43.137

Figure 4. 34 Owner’s IP address 13.35.146.7

Using Echo-Dot to listen to music for 10 minutes, the pattern traffic shows in the next
graphic. (Figure 4.35)

Figure 4. 35 Traffic analysis when Amazon-Echo-Dot reproduces music.
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From the graphic, it is possible to infer that TCP protocol is main to generate traffic,
the graphic illustrates that during the collection time, five peaks registered.

The two IPs that most generated traffic towards Amazon-Echo-Dot were 99.86.211.45
and 99.86.211.132. (Figure 4.36)

Figure 4. 36 Traffic filtered by the most essential two IP address source.

Those IPs are related to Amazon Company. (Figure 4.37 and Figure 4.38)

Figure 4. 37 Owner’s IP address 99.86.211.45

Figure 4. 38 Owner’s IP address 99.86.211.132

The same experiment with Google Home Mini, listening to music for 10 minutes.
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The next graphic (figure 4.39) shows that for Google Home Mini, TCP protocol is key
traffic generator, where the traffic produced by TCP shows a uniform distribution of
peaks, which TCP exchanged packets by a rate of 180 by second.

Figure 4. 39 Traffic analysis when Google-Home-Mini reproduce music

Similarly, filtering the IPs address, the IP address 210.7.43.136 generated more traffic
(Figure 4.40).

Figure 4. 40 Traffic filtered by the most critical IP address source

Besides, the IP address associated with REANNZ National Research and Education
Network (Figure 4.41).

Figure 4. 41 Owner’s IP address 210.7.43.136
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Observing the results of stage two, it is possible to infer when the two SPA devices use.
The test also, it could indicate what sort of service consumes (news or music).

4.1.2.2 TCP/IP port analysis/Attacks
Information gathering

Different applications run through SPA devices and, the analysis of distinct services on
those SPA devices may lead to discovering vulnerabilities which could be abused by an
attacker. Nowadays, there are several methods to identify and obtain information
either to improve the security system or to exploit vulnerabilities (Panjwani, Tan,
Jarrin, & Cukier, 2005).

Furthermore, the TCP/IP port analysis helps to improve the stability network checking
distinct services that integrate a computer network, filtering and analysing the data
that cross for different points (Ritchey, O'Berry, & Noel, 2002).

Vulnerability identification (Object test)

The target in this test is to launch an attack to identify what TCP/IP protocol ports are
available for those two SPA devices and, try to recover other information, such as,
what kind of operating system runs those two SPA devices.

Table 4. 12 Requirements

security penetration test - TCP/IP port analysis

Type

Hardware

Software

Components

Description

Google Home Mini Firmware version 1.40.156414

SPA device target

Amazon Echo Dot (3rd generation)

SPA device target

Operate system: Linux

v 4.19.0-kali5

Application: Zenmap

v 7.70

Sparta penetration software

v 1.0.4 Beta

Armitage

v 1.4.11

Internet connexion

Cloud connectivity

Penetration test result
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Running the application Sparta to the scanner the Amazon-Echo-Dot v3, it recovered
the following information, Figure 4.42.

TCP/IP Ports used: 1080, 8888, 55442 and 55443
Services associated with the TCP/IP Ports: socks5, tcpwrapped, Nagios-nsca and
unknown.

Figure 4. 42 Information disclosure by Amazon-Echo using Sparta

After identifying the TCP/IP ports enabled, it tried to open those ports to have internal
access to the device. However, when Sparta attempted to open the 1080 and 8888
TCP/IP ports, the application answered with the next screenshot. Figure 4.43. It might
indicate that the device refused the connection immediately. The possibly reason of
this behaviour for TCP/IP ports 1080 and 8888 may the fact that those ports are
related to the TCP and UDP protocols which provide services for the right functioning
of Echo-Dot; denying that external elements interfere with those TCP/IP ports.

Figure 4. 43 Connection trying to open 1080 and 8888 TCP/IP ports using Sparta
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However, trying to open port 55442, the answer was distinct (Figure 4.44). It could be
associated with some parameters incorrectly set up in the communication between
Echo-Dot and the Terminal-Connexion, also APIs may be expecting other values or an
unexpected condition closing the connection.

Figure 4. 44 Connection trying to open the 55442 TCP/IP port using Sparta

The last TCP/IP port 55443 keep the connection open waiting for any commands from
the terminal. When any characters-string was issued the connection was closed. The
issue may be related to the TCP keepalive due to the connection is open until any
characters-string is typed closing the connection; it which could mean that the APIs of
Echo-Dot were expecting other answer or perhaps it is a generic answer from TCP as a
result of unexpected situation (Figure 4.45).

Figure 4. 45 Connection trying to open the 55443 TCP/IP port using Sparta

Running the application Sparta to the scanner the Google-Home-Mini, it was possible
to recover the following information, figure 4.46.

TCP/IP Ports used: 8008, 8009, 8012, 8443, 9000 and 10001
Services associated with the TCP/IP Ports: Http, castv2, https-alt, cslistener and scpconfig
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Figure 4. 46 Information disclosure by Google-Mini using Zenmap

When the TCP/IP ports revealed, it tried to access those TCP/IP ports using Sparta to
have internal access to the device Google-Home-Mini. The access using the TCP/IP
ports 8008, 8009 and 8443 showed the message “FConnection closed by foreign host”.
It could be inferred that because these ports are associated with the application
services of the HTTP protocol, the TCP protocol blocks external connections between
the device and Google services. (Figure 4.47)

Figure 4. 47 Connection refused by Google-Home-Mini using Sparta

In contrast, when it tried to have access to the device using the TCP/IP ports 9000 and
10001, the connection was possible, but there did not exchange of data. (Figure 4.48).
It seems that those TCP/IP ports numbers only change data in the application layer,
due to those TCP/IP protocols numbers are associated with distinct applications, for
example, games.

Figure 4. 48 Terminal connection stablished between Google-Home-Mini and Sparta
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To highlight, when it used the TCP/IP port 8012 to set up a communication towards the
device, it obtained the message “Enter password: “. It could indicate that there is a
mechanism to exchange information with the device using a Kali Linux terminal (Figure
4.49). It tried random passwords without any success.

Figure 4. 49 Communication between Google-Home-Mini and Sparta app.

Another interesting point is that using the 8009 TCP/IP port was possible to reveal the
digital certificate used by Google-Home-Mini, besides the info bring the certificate
validation time, among other interesting data (Figure 4.50).

Figure 4. 50 Digital certificates used by Google-Home-Mini

Using the application Armitage v 1.4.11, it revealed the possible operating system used
by both devices.

Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 use as operating system Android 5.X (Figure 4.51).
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Figure 4. 51 Echo-Dot v3 Operating System

Google-Home-Mini use as operating system Linux 2.6.X (Figure 4.52).

Figure 4. 52 Google-Home-Mini Operating System

The revelation of the operating system of both devices could lead to independent
research where the weakness of those operating system might bring more
opportunities to exploit the vulnerability of the SPA devices.

4.1.2.3 DoS (Denial of Service)
Information gathering
The flood of innocuous TCP/IP requests towards devices SPA that exchanges
information to other devices or means has become an issue that can obstacle the
performance of SPA devices. DOS (denial of service) has been a drawback that can
affect any electronic device that use the TCP/IP protocol to exchange data. Although,
some researchers have published different articles to addressed this issue, such as,
improve the configuration of every hardware component that belong to the network;
improve the configuration of router devices; enhance the physical component of the
network with a hardware improvement (Schuba et all, 1997), the issue has still a high
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relevance nowadays. Another suggestion made by Carl, Kesidis, Brooks, and Rai (2006),
proposed a three-detection method to reduce the incidence of this attack. The first is
activity profiling; the second is Changepoint detection, and the third method is wavelet
analysis.

Vulnerability identification (Object test)
The main idea this security penetration test is to generated communication issues
between the devices and their respective services cloud providers until block the SPA
devices.
Configuration of experiment Table 4.12

Table 4. 13 Requirements

security penetration test - DoS (Denial of service)

Type

Components

Description

Google Home Mini Firmware version 1.40.156414
Hardware Amazon Echo Dot (3rd generation)

Software

SPA device target
SPA device target

Router Huawei

Model B315s-607

Operating system: Linux

v 4.19.0-kali5

Internet connexion

Cloud connectivity

Penetration test result

The two devices (Amazon Echo Dot and Google Home Mini) connected via Wi-Fi to
router Huawei. Open a terminal session on Kali Linux, type the command “ip route” to
identify the default gateway, the LAN segment and the mask. After that, type the
command “netdiscover” as is described in figure 4.53.

Figure 4. 53 Discovering LAN configuration

Typing the command “netdiscover” identified the next items in the LAN segment.
(Figure 4.54)
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Figure 4. 54 Command netdiscover to LAN devices

With the IP and MAC networks already identified, it proceeds to activate a spoofing
attack. Using the command “arpspoof –i wlan0 –t <IP-Target> - r <IP-default-gateway>
“
The next graphic shows a successful attack toward Alexa-Echo-Dot, figure 4.55

Figure 4. 55 Successful DOS attack – Target Amazon-Echo-Dot

During the security penetration test, every time that it tried to get information always
the answer was: (Amazon Echo Dot) “sorry, I am having trouble understanding you
right now please try a little later”; (Google Home Mini) “I can't reach the internet right
now check your modem or router connection and try again”. When the attack
interrupted the communication restored.

The next graphic shows a successful attack toward Google-Home-Mini, figure 4.56

Figure 4. 56 Successful DOS attacks - Target Google-Home-Mini
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During the execution of the attack, the communication between the devices and their
cloud companies interrupted, besides the devices showed the next physical evidence
that might infer communication issues. Figure 4.57 and figure 4.58

Figure 4. 57 Amazon-Echo-device crash

Figure 4. 58 Google-Home-Mini crash

4.1.2.4 Man in the middle attack
Information gathering
Man in the middle attack (MITM) is one of the basic mechanisms to eavesdrop and
capture network communications in the middle of the LAN network. The idea behind
of this attack is obtained the ARP table of the target to identify MAC address and IP
address associated, after that, the attacker produces an ARP spoofing to simulate that
the attacker machine is the default gateway to send all the traffic to the incorrect
computer (Nayak, & Samaddar, 2010).
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Vulnerability identification (Object test)

This test aims to demonstrate that the SPA gadgets are defenceless to the MITM attack
and that all traffic can be deflected to other machines to spy on the traffic and thus
identify the exchange of data between the SPA and their respective cloud company.

Configuration of the experiment are shown in Table 4.14

Table 4. 14 Requirements

security penetration test - Man in the middle attack (MiTM)

Type

Components
Google Home Mini Firmware version 1.40.156414
Hardware Amazon Echo Dot (3rd generation)
Router Huawei
Operate system: Linux
Software Ettercap
Internet connexion

Description
SPA device target
SPA device target
Model B315s-607
v 4.19.0-kali5
0.8.2
Cloud connectivity

Penetration test result

Amazon-Echo-Dot
The first stage is to identify the devices that belong to the LAN network and, accurately
identify the target, in this case, it is possible to observe that there are two elements;
one is the SPA device target (Echo-Dot) and the second is the router-modem to have
Internet access, with its respective IPs and MAC address, figure 4.59

Figure 4. 59 Echo-Dot v3 IP address and MAC address
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When the target identified, the application Ettercap can start the ARP poising process;
figure 4.60 shows that the attack started successfully.

Figure 4. 60 Echo-Dot v3 affected by a MITM attack

After launching the attack, it can start capturing valuable information from AmazonEcho-Dot v3, figure 4.61

Figure 4. 61 Data captured Amazon-Echo-Dot v3

The same process applies to the Google-Home-Mini device; firstly, identify the IP
address and the MAC address of the target; figure 4.62.
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Figure 4. 62 Google-Home-Mini IP address

Secondly, trigger the Ettercap application to the start the ARP poison process, which
after the respective configuration and discovering, start the process successfully, figure
4.63.

Figure 4. 63 Google-Home-Mini MITM attack

After launching the attack, it can start capturing valuable information for GoogleHome-Mini, figure 4.64
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Figure 4. 64 Data captured from Google-Home-Mini

4.1.2.5 Bluetooth attack (The Blueborne Attack)
Information gathering

On September 12 2017, the IoT security firm “Armis” found various vulnerabilities
associated with Bluetooth protocol that works on any operating system which is
documented in its web site. According to the website of Armis, the weaknesses
discovered in distinct Bluetooth components, such as SDP (Service Discovery Protocol),
Bluetooth Network Encapsulation Protocol (BNEP), Personal Area Networking (PAN)
profile and, LEAP (Low energy audio protocol).

Vulnerability identification (Object test)

The idea is to try to identify if the SPA devices used in this paper still can have those
weaknesses related by Armis.

Configuration of the experiment is shown in table 4.15
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Table 4. 15

Requirements security penetration test - Bluetooth attack

Type

Components
Google Home Mini Firmware version 1.40.156414
Amazon Echo Dot (3rd generation)
Hardware
Sony Xperia Tablet
Mobile Phone
Python
Software
Operating system: Linux

Description
SPA device target
SPA device target
v Z2
Oppo R15 PRO
v 2.7
v 4.19.0-kali5

Penetration test result

Using Python 2.7, the script “bluebornescan.py” was executed. The script scans the
environment trying to identify Bluetooth devices; in this specific case, the scrip only
discovered two Bluetooth devices, Figure 4.65.

Figure 4. 65 Blueborn attacks

Although the initial attack could not find the devices, the attacker launched directly
over the devices to see the reaction to these assaults, figure 4.66 and figure 4.67. The
attack was not successful; thus, it is possible to infer that this specific attack cannot
apply to the SPA devices.
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Figure 4. 66 Echo-Dot not vulnerable to Blueborne attack

Figure 4. 67 Google-Home-Mini to Blueborne attack

4.1.2.6 HTTPS and HTTP traffic filter
Information gathering

Nowadays, most information crossing the Internet is encrypted, and most of the cases
use TLS as an encryption protocol to encode the data. However, it is still possible to
exploit some particularities of HTTPS or HTTP traffic how was illustrated in the study
done by Callegati, Cerroni, and Ramilli (2009).

Vulnerability identification (Object test)
Although the information generated for the SPA devices is encrypted is still possible to
find some breach which might give some idea about the kind of traffic exchange
between the SPA devices and its cloud companies. Thus, this experiment has for a
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target to demonstrate that analysing the HTTP and the HTTPS traffic is possible to find
relevant information.

Configuration of experiment Table 4.16

Table 4. 16 Requirements

security penetration test - HTTPS and HTTP traffic filter

Type

Components
Google Home Mini Firmware version 1.40.156414
Hardware
Amazon Echo Dot (3rd generation)
Bettercap app
Software Wireshark app
Operating system: Linux

Description
SPA device target
SPA device target
v 2.24.1
V 3.0.3
v 4.19.0-kali5

Penetration test result

Using the laptop used as HotSpot and the Echo-Dot device connected to the Wi-Fi
connection. After the device is transmitting information, a Linux session terminal is
open. In the console session typed the command “bettercap -iface wlan0” to select
what connexion will be sniffer; after that, it activate the sniff, proxy and spoof services
of Bettercap.
The result of the before the procedure for the device Echo-Dot illustrates in figure
4.68.

Figure 4. 68 HTTP and HTTPS sites used for Echo-Dot
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The same procedure applied to the Google-Home-Mini as is point out in figure 4.69.

Figure 4. 69 HTTP and HTTPS sites used for Google-Home-Mini

Similarly, using Wireshark to sniff the traffic between devices and cloud companies, it
was possible to find several HTTP sites used for both devices.

The HTTP sites visited by Echo-dot resumed on figure 4.70

Figure 4. 70 HTTP sites visited for Echo-Dot v3
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In contrast to the sites used for Echo-Dot, Google-Home-Mini illustrates more
information which might lead to finding more information, Figure 4.71, and Figure
4.72.

Figure 4. 71 HTTP sites visited for Google-Home-Mini

Figure 4. 72 HTTP site used for Google-Home-Mini

4.1.3 SPA provider cloud company
In this section, it will talk about the distinct attacks associated with speech recognition
which are associated with stage three of the SPA ecosystem, between them
adversarial ML and Adversarial NLP. Mainly adversarial ML makes mention of the
phonetic similarities that can found in particular words that when enunciated could
activate or install malicious applications that could subtract user information. For
example, the words “to”, “too” or “two” have different meanings, but when those
words are enunciated, almost sound the same. Adversarial NLP point out when there
are various third-applications with practically the same name, for instance, one
application could be name “Sound sleep”, and another similar could have the name
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“Sound sleep please” which could lead to the SPA installing the wrong app with
negative consequences for user’s privacy and security (Edu, Such, Suarez-Tangil, 2019).

4.1.3.1 Amazon-Echo-Dot
Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 has the option to install third application (skills) in two distinct
ways. The first option is using the user’s voice. For instance, the user could say “Hey
Alexa, open Akinator”, and the SPA automatically try to open the skill associated with
the user utterance. The second way –and the most secure- is using the web page
where the user can see the distinct available skills where can get more information to
decide if install the application or no.

In the same web resource, the user can list all the skills associated with the SPA device
where it is possible to uninstall the application (skill) figure 4.73. Similarly, the skill
installs are available in the mobile phone application, figure 4.74. Thus, the user has
control over the skills that are installed into the device.

Figure 4. 73 Amazon web page where are installed Echo-Dot skills
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Figure 4. 74 Amazon-Echo-Dot activate skills into a mobile-phone app

The work made by Zhang, Mi, Feng, Wang, Tian, and Qian (2018), demonstrated that
specifically, Amazon-Echo suffers from an attack called “voice squatting attack (VSA)”,
that in some way is the same Adversarial ML attack; where the phonetic mistakes lead
to install wrong applications with possible user’s security issues.

According to the mentioned below, it tried to install a skill whose name is “Rat Game”,
figure 4.75. Even following Alexa instructions with the command “Alexa, play Rat
Game”.
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Figure 4. 75 Web page to install “Rat Game” skill

Instead of installing the skill emitted by the user’s voice, Alexa installed another skill
with the name R.A.P, figure 4.76. Evidence of this mistaken can found on YouTube with
the

keywords

“Similar

invocation

name

-

VSA

-

Alexa”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIHVJn7MF7Q

Figure 4. 76 Skill activated by Alexa’s mistaken

4.1.3.2 Google-Home-Mini
Comparing the Google-Home-Mini device versus the Amazon-Echo-Dot, the security
risks in this first gadget is higher compared to Amazon-Echo-Dot because, although the
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user can install either several third-applications (actions) using the voice or via web, in
the web page https://assistant.google.com, not all the applications (actions) that are
enabled in the SPA device are shown in the web-page, figure 4.77. The similar,
situation on the mobile-phone application, figure 4.78

Figure 4. 77 Google web page where are Google-Home-Mini actions

Figure 4. 78 Google-Home-Mini activate actions into a mobile-phone app

The work made by Zhang, Mi, Feng, Wang, Tian, and Qian (2018), done using a GoogleHome assistant, illustrated that the same weakness applies for Google-Home-Mini
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device. The example made in this study makes mention to distinct keywords or
commands to activate the device. In this context other keywords are “Hey noodle” and
“Hey boo boo” which enabled the gadget; one demonstration can find on YouTube
with

the

keywords

“Top

10

Google

Home

HIDDEN

Commands”,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E04mMAzXB6k&t=304s

4.1.4 Remote access to web technology
The attacks and weakness related to the stage four of the SPA ecosystem refer to the
distinct ways that an attacker could steal data either from the user web page where
SPA records the data or the mobile-phone applications that the user has to control the
SPA devices. For instance, in the study made by Chung, and Lee (2018), they
established that using forensic research techniques are possible to compile distinct
kind of data – among them: SPA usage patterns, capture Cloud-native information,
extract data from smartphone -. The only limitation in this work is that to be
successful, the attacker must have on hand the ID and password to the access to the
web resources associated to the SPA’s user account or to have physical access to the
smartphone or tablet where are installed the SPA application. Thus, under this
framework, this sort of software penetration test will be managed in section 4.3.

4.1.5 On-Line applications and a third party.
This section represents the stage six of the SPA ecosystem. The security issues share
the same weakness illustrates in point 4.2.3, where the weaknesses in the correct
understanding and execution of instructions enunciated by the users towards the SPAs
even present errors of interpretation and execution. Those failures can lead to a user
inadvertently install malicious applications that can compromise their security and
privacy, or in other cases, they can spread the virus such as botnets. The objective of
an attacker in this context is to exploit vulnerabilities in the correct recognition of
commands to generate ambiguities in the installation of third-party applications on
SPA devices, as was mentioned in point 4.2.3.1
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4.2 DIGITAL FORENSIC FOR SPA DEVICES

4.2.1 Conceptual framework to collect digital forensic information for SPA devices
According to the research made by Chung, Park, Lee (2017), there are distinct
elements that together compound the entire SPA ecosystem Fig. 2.1. Digital forensic
research can be divided in four subcomponents. Thus, they will be applied in this
studio as follows in table 4.17
Table 4. 17 Framework Digital forensic research

Level

Description

Cloud

Collecting data from cloud service companies
when the ID and password are available.

Scope
Analysis of different web
browsers into diverse operating
systems.

User

Analysing mobile-Phone apps and webbrowsing data.

Analysis of the distinct mobile
applications for SPA devices.

Network

Comprehension of distinct protocols that
interact between user and cloud-webcompany

Covered in section 4.2.2

Hardware Disassemble SPA devices among its physical
components

Out of the limits of this
research.

4.2.1.1 Hardware: To collect digital evidence of SPA devices, it is required to
disassemble each device into its physical parts. There are various web sites where SPA
devices

have

been

dissembled,

one

of

them

is

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfgnyIci5gE; similarly, there are some academic
articles that have done a rigorous process to collect digital evidence which might use
to obtain information. One of these works led by Clinton, Cook and Banik (2016),
where an Echo-Dot –probably v2- was disassembled into its physical parts. The authors
described the physical components and most of the chips on the motherboard. The
researchers also led different approaches to do a reverse engineering, such as, JTAG
(Joint Test Action Group), eMMC Root (embedded Multi-Media Controller), The Echo
Boot Process and UART (Universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter) Pinout; although
the article describes how to tear down the Amazon-Echo, there is no evidence that
suggests what kind of information could be collected.
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4.2.1.2 Network: Demonstrated in all section 4.2.2 through distinct securitypenetration-test, most traffic between SPA devices and its respective cloud-web
services companies is encrypted. Although it cannot either see or hear the user’s
utterances, there is the option to analyse the metadata to infer some possible
situations. For example, it is possible to examine the timestamp or what protocols
used at some specific moment to reconstruct chain events where SPAs are involved.
One which stands out was done by Gugelmann, Gasser, Ager and Lenders (2015),
where a tool called Hviz can be used to visualise and collect data to run digital forensic
over networks that use HTTP and HTTPS protocols.

4.2.1.3 User: In the third level, it is possible to find the applications installed in distinct
devices, such as mobile phone or tables where it is possible to find diverse user’s
information. The apps have the option to save the shopping list, utterances,
configurations, contacts, routines; solely to mention a few examples. Thus, those
applications can have meaningful information that can lead to run digital forensic
research, besides most of the tools to obtain this data are at the hand of any digital
forensic investigator.

4.2.1.4 Cloud: The last place where it is possible to find meaningful information is the
cloud of every SPA device. However, there is only one obstacle, and that issue is
related to the ID and password of the user. Without the user’s ID and password is
almost impossible to collect data to run digital forensic research investigation.
However, with the corresponding ID and password, it is possible to analyse either the
information stored by different web-browsers or analyse the RAM.

4.2.2 Collecting digital forensic information
Test conditions
To recognise valid digital forensic evidence on the objective environment, a test
condition was built up, as recorded in table 4.18. How mentioned before, the forensic
test for SPA devices might be divided into four categories; Hardware, Network, User
and Cloud. This document will research solely two categories; User (Apps) and Cloud
(Web browsers and APIs). The hardware category is out of this research due to the
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lack of absence of the correct training. Also, the tools to perform that operation are
out of the budget of this research. Likewise, the network category covered in section
4.1.2.

The research into the client category validated what substantial digital forensic can be
founded into the application associated with each SPA. Thus, for Google-Home-Mini,
the application is Home and, for Echo-Dot v3, the application name is Amazon Alexa.
Similarly, into the cloud category, distinct web browsers used with two operating
systems; windows home ten and Kali-Linux.

Configuration of the experiment for digital forensic research is shown in table 4.18
Table 4. 18 Test

environment for Digital forensic research

Item
Google-Home Mini
Echo-Dot v3
Mobile-Phone Nexus 4
App Home
App Amazon-Alexa
Laptop Windows 10 Home
Laptop Kali-Linux
Web browser Mozilla
Web Browser Google-Chrome
Web Browser IE

Description
S/N **01**L0**8H
S/N **90**09**15**RS
S/N **6E**E5**9B**F7
Version: 2.13.50.15
Version: 2.1.297.0
ID: **327-**000-**000-**992
ID:
Version
Version 77.0.3865.90 (Official Build) (64-bit)
Version 11.295.18362.0

The evidence of the applications installed into the phone can be seen in Appendix 1.
4.2.2.1 Collecting digital forensic data from apps.
After installing the two applications into the mobile phone nexus 4 with Android
version 4.4.4, two directory files added new information regarding the new
applications. Table 4.19. Figure 4.79 and Figure 4.80
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Figure 4. 79 SPA applications downloaded into the folder Data/App

Figure 4. 80 SPA applications installed into the folder Data/Data

Table 4. 19 Data

structure into a mobile phone when the app is download and installed

Directory
/data/app
/data/data

Explication
Place where the apps are downloaded to be installed later.
Folder path where all the applications are installed

4.2.2.1.1 Analysing Amazon-Alexa app
After downloaded the amazon app application and unpacked the. apk file, it found the
following information: A file of 103 MB which it has 2802 files and 78 folders. Figure
4.81
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Figure 4. 81 Amazon app characterises

A glimpse of the structure file can be pointed out in figure 4.82

Figure 4. 82 Amazon app structure

Similar analysis exploring the folder path /data/data for Amazon-Alexa figure 4.83.
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Figure 4. 83 Google-Home-Mini app characteristics

One way to compile information to run digital forensic research is analysing the data
store in the applications after being installed. For instance, in figure 4.84, it is possible
to observe the main Amazon-Alexa apps options that the user has to hand to control
the Echo-Dot v3 through the app.

Figure 4. 84 Amazon smartphone app options

Likewise, the setting option has the following sub-divisions, figure 4.85
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Figure 4. 85 Settings options, Amazon smartphone app

For the Android operating system the app Amazon-Alexa set up three distinct database
files; table 4.20
Table 4. 20 Databases set for Amazon app into a mobile phone with Android as an operating system.
OS
Android
4.4.4

Application
Alexa
2.1.297.0

Path

Name

Format

/Data/Data/com.amazon.dee.app/databases

map_data_storage_
v2

SQLite

/Data/Data/com.amazon.dee.app/databases

DataStore.db

SQLite

/Data/Data/com.amazon.dee.app/app_webview/data
bases

Databases.db

Web
view
cache

The first database (map_data_storage_v2) has five tables, as illustrates in figure 4.86

Figure 4. 86 Database map_data_storage_v2 and its tables

The relevant information founded it was the name of Echo-Dot owner´s name, in the
table named “accounts”, figure 4.87.
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Figure 4. 87 Table name “accounts.”

The

database

“DataStore.db”

possess

two

tables,

“DataItem”

and

“android_metadata”; figure 4.88

Figure 4. 88 Database DataStore and its tables

The most significate data founded it was that the table “DataItem” has all the
collection of the shopping list, figure 4.89

Figure 4. 89 Table DataItem database DataStore.db

The database “Databases.db” only has three tables, as illustrates in figure 4.90

Figure 4. 90 Database Databases.db and its tables

The most significate information founded into table “Meta” with the version ID, figure
4.91
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Figure 4. 91 Table meta

4.2.2.1.2 Analysing Google-Home-Mini app
After downloaded the Google-Home-Mini app application and unpacked the. apk file,
it found the following information: A file of 42.2 MB which has 3000 files and 104
folders. Figure 4.92

Figure 4. 92 Google-Home-Mini app characteristics

A glimpse of the structure file can be pointed out in figure 4.93

Figure 4. 93 Google-Home-App app structure
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Similar analysis exploring the folder path /data/data for Google-Home-Mini app, figure
4.94

Figure 4. 94 Characteristics folder Data Google-Home-Mini

Three databases founded into the application Google-Home-Mini; table 4.21 and figure
4.95

Table 4. 21 Databases

set by Google-Home-Mini into mobile-phone with Android as an

operating system.
OS

Applicati
on

Android
4.4.4

Home
2.13.50.15

Path

Name

Forma
t

/Data/Data/com.google.android.apps.chromecast.app/da
tabases
/Data/Data/com.google.android.apps.chromecast.app/da
tabases
/Data/Data/com.google.android.apps.chromecast.app/da
tabases

google_app_measurement_loc
al.db

SQLite

google_tagmanager.db

SQLite

growthkit.db

SQLite

Figure 4. 95 Databases Google-Home-Mini app

Examining the database “google_app_measurement_local.db”, there are only two
tables; “android_metadata” and “messages”, figure 4.96

Figure 4. 96 Tables database “google_app_measurement_local.db” Google app
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However, there was no meaningful data to be analysed into that database.
Analysing the database “google_tagmanager.db” solely three tables founded;
“android_metadata”, “datalayer” and “sqlite_sequence”, figure 4.97

Figure 4. 97 Database “google_tagmanager.db” and its tables

It is evidenced in the first table, in this case as well, that there is no critical data to
analyse.
Assessing the last database “growthkit.db”, it has ten tables as are related in figure
4.98

Figure 4. 98 Database “growthkit.db” and its tables

To highlight, the table “clearcut_events_table”, it is possible to find the owner Gmail
account of the device; the other tables do not show relevant data, figure 4.99

Figure 4. 99

Table “clearcut_events_table” details
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4.2.2.2 Collecting digital forensic data from web browsers
One of the most popular applications that have almost either a desktop-laptop
computer or mobile-table phone is a web browser. A web browser gives us, the
opportunity of surfing the Internet looking for any information and, for that reason is
crucial that the forensic research has the tools and skills to retrieve forensic data from
those applications. For this research, it will try to recover data related to the SPA when
the user uses those devices through web browsers.

What kind of data can is plausible collect from web browsers? Nowadays, digital
forensic research can compile distinct sort of information from web browsers, among
them cookie files, cache, bookmarks and history. However, every web browser
manages the data in separate ways, in other words, every web browser saves and
manages the data in different mode; for that reason, there is no straightforward
method to analyse and obtain the data from web browsers (Oh, Lee, & Lee, 2011).

Due to the of the distinct techniques that use web browsers to process the data, there
are several digital forensic tools to obtain the information, depending on what the
digital forensic research is seeking, table 4.23

Table 4. 22 Digital forensic tools list

Table 4.23 Representative forensic tools for web browsers. Reprinted from “Advanced
evidence collection and analysis of web browser activity” by Oh, Lee, and Lee (2011), p. S63.
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To collect information from distinct web browsers, this studio will use WEFA v1.4.3
(Lite) (Web Browser Forensic Analyser). The target browsers are Google chrome
Version 77.0.3865.90, Firefox Quantum v69.0.1 (64-bit) and Internet Explorer 11
version 11.356.18362; all those web browsers will validate on windows 10 home. The
evidence of the logging process in the three browsers can see in appendix 2 for both
web sites; Amazon-Alexa and Google-Home.

How indicated Oh, Lee, and Lee (2011), the WEFA application has three modules;
collecting module, analysis module and recovering module. The analysis module
compiles the data from the other two sub interfaces, to produce distinct outputs,
figure 4.100

Figure 4. 100 WEFA structure. Reprinted from “Advanced evidence collection and analysis of web

browser activity” by Junghoon, Seungbong and Sangjin (2011), p. S66.

After the respective process, the result is illustrated in a single window with distinct
options to analyse; among them cache, history, cookies to mention some of them,
figure 4.101

Figure 4. 101 WEFA app options

4.2.2.2.1 Digital research compiled from Amazon-Alexa web.
Analysis of web browsers for Amazon-Alexa on a laptop with operating system
windows 10 home.
Logging into the Amazon-Alexa website (https://alexa.amazon.com), with the
respective user ID and password, it could obtain the following information.
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The cache option only could recover information from Google Chrome from this first
option. The tool can visualise the browser name, the decoded URL, URL visit time and
save file name, figure 4.102

Figure 4. 102 Digital artefacts founded on Cache option

The option history can show more relevant data, in this case, the tool can provide
recovery data from Google-Chrome and Internet Explorer, figure 4.103

Figure 4. 103 Digital artefacts founded on History option

The option Cookies only could obtain data from the Google-Chrome web browser
figure 4.104.

Figure 4. 104 Digital artefacts founded on Cookies option

In the tab “Search Information” WEFA only preserve data from Internet Explorer,
figure 4.105
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Figure 4. 105 Digital artefacts founded on “Search Information” option

Analysing the information that displays the web page, is possible to recover all utterances
history as is shown in figure 4.106.

Figure 4. 106 Utterances History Amazon-Echo-Dot

4.2.2.2.2 Digital research compiled from Google-Home-Mini web.
Analysis of web browsers for Google-Home-Mini using a laptop with operating system
windows

10

home

Logging

into

(https://myactivity.google.com/myactivity?product=31)

the
to

Google
check

the

account
activity

associated with the SPA device, with the respective user ID and password, it could
obtain the following information.

The cache option only could recover information from Google Chrome in the first tab.
The tool can visualise the browser name, the decoded URL, URL visit time and save file
name, figure 4.107

Figure 4. 107 Digital artefacts founded on Cache option – Google-Home-Mini
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The option history can show more relevant data, in this case, the tool can provide
recovery data only from Internet Explorer, figure 4.108

Figure 4. 108 Digital artefacts founded on History option – Google-Home-Mini

The option Cookies did not recover data for the SPA Google-Home-Mini, figure 4.109

Figure 4. 109 Digital artefacts founded on Cookies option – Google-Home-Mini

Similar situation for the “Search Information” tab, WEFA did not recover information,
figure 4.110

Figure 4. 110 Digital artefacts founded on “Search Information” option Google-Home-Mini

Analysing the web history is possible to recover all the user utterances towards Google-HomeMini, Figure 4.111
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Figure 4. 111 Google-Home-Mini utterances history web

4.2.2.2.3 Digital research compiled for both devices from a Kali-Linux Operating
system
Analysis of web browsers for Amazon-Alexa and Google-Home-Mini on a laptop with
operating system Kali Linux.
The only web browser that for default has the operating system is Kali Linux is Firefox,
the evidence of logging process can see in appendix three.
The entire data associated with the Firefox web browser and a particular user in KaliLinux is saved in the path USER/.mozilla/firefox/XXXXXX.default, figure 4.112

Figure 4. 112 Mozilla web browse into Kali Linux – Folder structure

In this case, it will be validated the data collected in the files with SQLite extension. The
files with SQLite extension are database files that store's web browser user activity on
the internet.
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Database content-prefs.sqlite, figure 4.113

Figure 4. 113 Database content-prefs.sqlite

Database cookies.sqlite, figure 4.114 and figure 4.115

Figure 4. 114 Database cookies.sqlite and its tables – Amazon digital artefacts

Figure 4. 115 Database cookies.sqlite and its tables – Google digital artefacts

Database favicons.sqlite, figure 4.116 and figure 4.117

Figure 4. 116 Database favicons.sqlite and Digital forensic Amazon evidence
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Figure 4. 117 Database favicons.sqlite and Digital forensic Amazon evidence

Database “formhistory.sqlite”, figure 4.118

Figure 4. 118 Database formhistory.sqlite and its tables

Database “kinto.sqlite”, figure 4.119

Figure 4. 119 Database kinto.sqlite and its tables

Database permissions.sqlite, figure 4.120

Figure 4. 120 Database permissions.sqlite,
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Database places.sqlite, figure 4.121 and figure 4.22

Figure 4. 121 Database places.sqlite – Google forensic evidence

Figure 4. 122 Database places.sqlite - Amazon forensic evidence

Database storage.sqlite, figure 4.123

Figure 4. 123 Database storage.sqlite

Database storage-sync.sqlite, figure 4.124

Figure 4. 124 Database storage-sync.sqlite

Database webappsstore.sqlite, figure 4.125
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Figure 4. 125 Database webappsstore.sqlite

4.2.2.3 Collecting digital forensic data from web browsers APIs
Web APIs have become in the standard procedure to exchange data between web and
external objects, such as developers, the user or other applications. It has become in a
framework that most web sites used to do to develop distinct tasks, among them;
share, exchange, and flow data between several internet sites, one of the advantages
of this framework is that separate web sites might share the data into a web site
(Maleshkova, Pedrinaci, & Domingue, 2010).

4.2.2.3.1 APIs Amazon-Alexa
Although Amazon Company does not release any official API related to the AmazonAlexa service, there are distinct academics, developers and entrepreneurs interested
all of them in the different ways to acquire data from Amazon-Alexa services. Thus,
there are some sources where is possible to find non-official APIs to capture
information that could expose crucial data to run digital forensic research, one of the
web pages where it is possible to capture these APIs is analyticphysics.com.
For this studio, the distinct APIs will categorise according to the following schema point
out in the before web link.

Device settings
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/devices/device
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/bluetooth
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/wake-word
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/device-preferences

Customer Settings:
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/customer-status
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https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/notifications
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/authentication
Streaming Services:
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/media/provider-capabilities
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/music-account-details
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/third-party

Network Hardware and configuration:

https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/phoenix
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/phoenix/group?size=100
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/eon/accounts
https://pitangui.amazon.com/api/wifi/configs?

After applying the cited links, all the result can see in detail in appendix 4; however,
some results are significant of mention.

It can observe the account owner´s name, device account ID, device type and serial
number in the device info link, figure 4.126

Figure 4. 126 No-official API Amazon device info

In the device preferences settings, it can observe the owner´s device account ID and
the owner´s device address, figure 4.127
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Figure 4. 127 No-official API Amazon device preference settings – Owner address

In wake-word settings, it can confirm what it is the wake-up word that uses the owner
to activate Alexa services, figure 4.128

Figure 4. 128 Non-official API Amazon wake word

The non-official API for authentication illustrates the owner´s customer email and
customer name figure 4.129.

Figure 4. 129 No-official API Amazon user details

The link relates to the card’s API bring information about the latest Amazon owner´s
requirements figure 4.130.
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Figure 4. 130 No-official API Amazon cards data

The link referents to the network configuration, it is possible to compile data from the
distinct Wi-Fi connections that use the Amazon-Echo-Dot v3, with the corresponding
password, figure 4.131.

Figure 4. 131 No-official API Amazon network settings – Wi-Fi name and password

4.2.2.3.2 APIs Google-Home-Mini
Google does not release public APIs for the Google-Home-Mini – as with AmazonAlexa-, thus if somebody (academics, developers, entrepreneurs) wants to capture
data from that device, it should consult some of the non-official APIs that are available
on the Internet; one of the pages is rithvikvibhu.

The list of all the non-official APIs for Google-Home-Mini enumerated in the link above
are in the appendix number 5.
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Validating all the APIs provide for the web site, the only one that brings useful
information is http://192.168.1.68:8008/setup/eureka_info, which illustrates the
bssid, ip address and MAC address, figure 4.132

Figure 4. 132 Non-official API Google-Home-Mini

The second part of the same link shows the public key and the SSID name, figure 4.133

Figure 4. 133 Non-official API Google-Home-Mini
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Examination the Google-Home-Mini´s APIs, it seems that Google made some adjusts
that avoided to collect data from those resources, as a result of this, only one API
analysed.

4.3 CONCLUSION

Chapter four has illustrated the results of distinct security penetration test for two SPA
devices; Google-Home-Mini and Amazon-Echo-dot v3. Similarly, chapter four has
compiled some evidence that might useful to run digital forensic researches. The
security penetration tests have evidence that it indicates that the security concern
about privacy data for both SPA devices is real and that the device´s owners should be
informed about the associated risk to the use of those devices. The forensic test has
marked that collect useful data is not a straightforward task due to the Google and
Amazon have several differences related to the software characteristics of every
application; likewise, every web browser manages and store the data in different way
which lead that depending on the SPA application and web browser, distinct compile
methods could apply. In the same way, it is an important point out those specific tools
to capture data from web browsers for forensic research has some limitations. In
chapter five, the findings show in chapter four will present and analyse.
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Chapter 5 Analysis findings

5.0 INTRODUCTION
The target for chapter five is to analyse and discuss the findings of the distinct security
penetration tests and forensic artefacts done in chapter four, according to the
research methodology designed in chapter three. After presenting and analysis of the
tests done in chapter four, the main research questions will be answered.

Chapter five is divided into five sub-sections. Section 5.1 will answer the main research
question introduced in section 3.2. Section 5.2 will discuss the finding results revealed
in chapter four. Forensic analysis will be addressed in section 5.3. Some
recommendations will be present in section 5.4 and; finally, the conclusions will be
discussed in section 5.5.

5.1 ANSWERING RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Section 5.1 will answer the five research questions established in section 3.2, through
the numerous security penetration tests done in section 4.2 and 4.3 for digital forensic
researches.

5.1.1 First research question
What is the weakest security stage in the SPA's ecosystem, and why?

Various security penetration tests were done on both SPA devices (Alexa-Echo-Dot v3
and Google-Home-Mini) through the entire SPA's ecosystem, and it suggests that the
weakest stage for the security, privacy and data user's protection is the stage one, the
interaction between user and SPA device through voice commands. The security
penetration tests “Weak authentication” and “Synthetic voice” demonstrated that the
SPAs in both cases suffer from mechanisms that allow confirmation of the user identity
that uses these devices. Any person or electronic device that can emit voice orders
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towards those devices can activate and exchange information. Thus, an attacker can
buy products, make a shopping list, install malicious applications, access to personal
information such as emails, solely to name a few security issues.

Through this work, the evidence suggests that the reason behind why the first level is
the weakest point is related to:
•

The companies behind these devices (Microsoft and Google) have designed a
product easy to set up, interact and manipulate; leaving aside strong
authentication voice mechanisms to improve the security.

•

Due to the nature human where the voice is a characteristic that may change at
any moment for any reason; there is not today technology that can identify and
manage all the aspects that offer a human voice to build efficient speech
recognition.

•

Similarly, the devices lack mechanisms to identify if the voice comes from a
human source or if on the contrary, the origin comes from digital sources

5.1.2 Second research question
What attacks on the SPA can disclose a user’s personal information?

Both devices, according to the distinct security penetration tests, and digital forensic
research, are exposed to several attacks that may reveal personal information. The
attacks are “weak authentication”, “Synthetic voice”, “Portrait attack”, “mobile
application analysis” and “SPA history utterances” recorded in the Cloud Company of
every device.

Using “weak authentication” or “synthetic voice” on both devices is possible to
supplant the owner’s voice to do fraudulent shopping. Similarly, it is possible to have
access to personal information of the device owner; in the case of Google-Home-Mini
is likely to have access to the Gmail account, and for Alexa-Echo-Dot v3 is possible to
have access to the Amazon web account owner.
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Portrait attack may reveal the owner’s device behaviour. That means that analysing
the metadata in both SPA devices; it is possible to infer when the device is active and
validate what sort of service is being consumed. The portrait attack also disclosed, for
example, when the user is listening to news or music. Thus, analysing the metadata, an
attacker may create a profile of the device’s owner.

Analysing the mobile applications were possible to identify the owner’s name and
shopping list in the case of Amazon-Echo-Dot v3. For Google-Home-Mini only was
possible to identify the owner’s Gmail account.

Similarly, all the user voice orders towards the SPA devices are recorded in the
respective cloud company. Thus, all the Amazon-Echo-Dot statements are on the web
page “alexa.amazon.com” (Figure 4.106). In the same way, all the user’s order voices
for Google-Home-Mini registered in “myactivity.google.com/myactivity” (figure 1.111).

Finally, only for Amazon-Echo-Dot v3, collecting data using non-official APIs was
possible to identify critical owner’s information; the physical address where is installed
the device (figure 4.127) and the Wi-Fi name connection and the respective password
(figure 4.131) which in the wrong hands might be a threat to the user´s security.

5.1.3 Third research question
What sort of personal data might reveal from these attacks?

Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 under some specific attacks may reveal the physical place where
it is installed (figure 4.127) with the respective Wi-Fi name connection and password
(API's analysis) (figure 4.131). Also, with the corresponding ID and password
(something possible to achieve) any person could have access to the owner's web-site
of Amazon getting access to distinct resources, such as; Lists, Contacts, Skills and
Reminder and alarms, only to name a few cases (Figure 4.106). An attacker using
"weak-authentication" or "Artificial Voice" can buy products on Amazon's website.
Using "voice squatting attack (VSA)", an attacker may install malicious applications to
collect either user's voice commands or install a virus on the SPA device. Finally, using
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different security penetration tests in the stage two of SPA’s ecosystem, an aggressor
could infer when the Echo-Dot is being used and create a framework of the owner's
behaviour, only analysing the metadata.

Google-Home-Mini has various weaknesses that can be exploited depending on the
attacks that could leak a user's personal information.

An intruder might have access to the owner's Gmail account, using distinct attacks
related to stage one of the SPA's ecosystem, among them "Artificial Voice" and "Weak
authentication". An intruder may have access to the metadata in the SPA device using
distinct networks attacks, for example, profiling attack (Network traffic analysis), Man
in the middle attack (MiTM) (Figure 4.63) or Filtering HTTPS and HTTPS traffic (Figure
4.69). Third people or organisations may take advantage of the issues related to stage
three of the SPA's ecosystem about the problems of "Voice recognition" among them
adversarial ML and Adversarial NLP (Figures 4.76 and 4.77). Finally, third people may
have access to the historical record of the voice command of user's device with the
correct ID and password visiting the website myactivity.google.com (figure 4.111).

5.1.4 Fourth research question
Which SPA device Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 or Google-Home-Mini offers better security,
privacy and data user’s protection?

It has been demonstrated that both SPA devices suffer from diverse security, privacy
and data protection issues in all SPA’s ecosystem. However, Amazon-Echo-Dot
revealed that the personal information, such as the physical address (figure 4.127), WiFi connection name and the corresponding password (figure 4.131) are accessible to
third parties in plain text. That information might indicate that not all the personal
information is encrypted as is argued by Amazon. If from the beginning of a
transmission to the cloud’s company, the data is not safe, that could mean that any
person, company or government may threaten othe privacy. Thus, Google-Home-Mini,
despite the drawbacks documented in this studio, has more security mechanism to
protect the information.
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5.1.5 Fifth research question
What information can be collected executing digital forensic tests in SPA’s ecosystem?

The digital forensic research in this work revealed the complex task to collect data that
could be meaningful to present in a court of law; however, some artefacts could be
identified. Both devices recorded the user voice command orders (Figure 4.106 and
figure 1.111), which illustrates the day and time of the voice command. That
information could be useful due to that information displayed on the web browsers
could help to recreate a chain of events that can be followed and presented in a court
of law.

Analysing the mobile applications, Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 was the SPA device that
revealed most data compared with Google-Home-Mini. The first SPA device disclosed
the owner´s name (figure 4.87) and the shopping list (figure 4.89). The second device
only displayed the owner’s Gmail account (figure 4.99).

Examination of the web activity associated with both devices showed that the
metadata might be useful. Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 with the WEFA as a digital forensic
tool could obtain data analysing the Cache, History, Cookies and Search information.
On the other hand, the WEFA tool only could collect data about Google-Home-Mini
examining the cache.

Finally, the digital forensic research done in an operating system Kali-Linux using
Mozilla as a web browser revealed that the databases “cookies.sqlite” and
“places.sqlite” store information related to both devices. However, the databases
“favicons.sqlite” and “permissions.sqlite” also illustrate information only related to
Amazon-Echo-Dot v3.
5.2 ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
5.2.3 Analysis of security penetration test.
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In section 4.2, numerous security penetration tests were done to point out the risks
related to the security and privacy that the SPA owners could suffer, specifically of two
SPA devices (Google-Home-Mini and Amazon-Echo-Dot v3).

Section 4.2.1 had as target point out the distinct flaws related to privacy and security
for owners of these SPA gadgets when somebody distinct to the SPA owner is near to
these devices with the option of interact with them. The first security penetration test
(Weak authentication) demonstrated that any persona or device with the capacity of
emitting utterances, and that the device could hear it can exchange data and issue
orders which is a threat to user´s security. Distinct news portals on the internet, for
instance, have mentioned the case of a fast-food chain exchange data with one of
those SPA devices (NY Times, 2019).

The second security penetration test (Hidden voice command) did not work as was
expected although, there are documentation, academic articles and videos on
YouTube that illustrate that that sort of attack is possible. However, to have a
successful attack using this procedure, there must be some precise conditions to
reproduce it. Among the condition, the attacker must use specific hardware, and when
the attack is issued nobody else must exchange or emit orders near to the devices; for
that reason, the success in real conditions of this attack is low.

The synthetic voice attack (4.2.3) demonstrated that any device that can emulate or
copy the human voice could exchange information with the devices. Thus, there is a
real threat that SPA devices face because today, there is not the choice for the devices
to understand or distinguish when the utterance is made by a person or by a machine.
The last possible attack (Indecipherable sound) may be the most sophisticated attack
to reproduce due to before launching the attack; the voice command must be
processed and modified for some application to alter the announcement enough not
to be understood by human but still processible by SPA devices.

Section 4.2.2 showed that numerous security penetration tests might extract the
user´s data from SPA devices. The first security penetration test (Profiling)
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demonstrated that although the devices encrypt the information, it is still possible to
collect metadata which might be useful to infer user´s conduct. Thus, it is possible to
know when the device is being used or what sort of service is being consumed (news,
music, and so on) by analysing the performance of the protocols. Likewise,
investigating the IP address pool that is set up between SPA devices and cloud
companies may lead to identifying the service type consume.

Section 4.2.2.2 (IP port analysis) illustrated that for an attacker, it is useful to know
what kind of services are running on SPA devices. Knowing the IP ports might lead to
developing more complex attacks with the target of either removing information from
those devices or injecting virus to create botnets, for instance. Also, this specific attack
in this work established the types of the operating system that are used by those
devices, which could be used to find particular vulnerabilities on those operating
systems. Similarly, this test on Google-Home-Mini showed the digital certificate
transmitted to the cloud company and the renovation policy among other relevant
data which might present information about the architecture service of the GoogleHome-Mini.

DOS attack, although did no useful capture data, pointed out the physical restrictions
that face those two devices probably to the fact that SPA devices only work as a bridge
to send the data to the Cloud-Company services where the data is analysed.
Nowadays, SPA devices have no option to repel that attack.

Section 4.2.2.4 (MiTM) exposed that the SPA devices do not have a mechanism to
defend itself from this attack; MiTM attack showed that all the traffic between SPA
and Cloud Company could be diverted, capture and analysed.

Section 4.2.2.6 (Bluetooth attack) specifically “Blueborne” attack did not indicate any
weakness in this work. However, numerous academic articles and web page
specialised have illustrated that Bluetooth technology may suffer from security issues
in distinct contexts. The latest security penetration test in section 4.2.2 was filtering
HTTP and HTTPS traffic. This attack demonstrated that not all traffic between the SPA
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devices and its respective Cloud Company is encrypted, there are some HTTP packets
which may provide us with relevant data and this is clear in Google-Home-Mini where
is possible to see what kind of service the user is using, figure 4.69.

Section 4.2.3 mentions the incorrect identification of voice commands issued by users
which can lead to the generation of different drawbacks related to the integrity and
security of user data managed by SPAs. While is stated in various studies, these attacks
can be divided into different types such as voice squatting attack (VSA) and voice and
masquerading attack (VMA) or those listed as Adversarial ML or Adversarial NLP.

The tests carried out in this study establish that, for example, in the case of AmazonEcho-Dot v3, it suffers from VSA when it tried to install a skill using voice as a
command, resulted in the installation of an incorrect skill. According to the website,
voicebot Alexa has 50,000 applications available to run on its SPA devices. A question
that may arise is how many skills could be similar phonetically if the user wants to
install those applications using only the voice?

In the case of the Google device, there are more risks for the user’s safety, since there
is no way to know how many third-party applications are enabled in the Google-HomeMini.

It

tried

to

collect

that

specific

information

on

the

website

https://assistant.google.com/explore/ but not all the apps that had been installed on
the device using voice, are in the website; as in the case of the Ted.com application
which was installed in the SPA but in the user´s profile is still available to install. (Figure
5.1).
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Figure 5. 1 App TED ready to be installed in the SPA device, despite that the app was already
installed.

Thus, any person could involuntarily install an application from any third party that
could jeopardise the integrity and security of family members who use these devices
to collect, steal information or open the door to install more applications
unauthorised. Compared with Google-Home-Mini, Amazon offers better security since
it is possible to validate which applications are active in this device, either by checking
the website associated with the user's account or by analysing the same information in
the application configured on the mobile devices. Google, on the other hand, has
serious shortcomings in this aspect since there is no way to validate how many thirdparty applications are active on the device, which leads to serious questions about this
feature.
5.3 ANALYSIS OF FORENSIC FINDINGS

The forensic studio was divided between two parts. The first part involved the app’s
analysis of SPA devices to get meaningful information to run digital forensic
researches. The second part implicated the studio of web-cloud, which was subdivided into two categories, web-browsers and APIs analysis.

Examination the Amazon-Echo-Dot app, it was found three databases where the
application stores data which could be useful to run digital forensic researches. The
database “map_data_storage_v2”, table “Accounts” store the ID name of the AmazonEcho-Dot´s owner. In the same order, the database “DataStore.db”, table “DataItem”
store all the shopping list utterance by the user. The other database “Databases.db”
did not point out important information. Similarly, analysing the rest of the app´s files,
it was found that most of them have binary information which cannot be examined or
edit with edit text apps.

Analysing the Google-Home-Mini app, it established that the application creates three
databases. Solely, the Gmail-account was recognised in the database “growthkit.db”,
table “clearcut_events_table”. There is not more meaningful data.
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Analysing the mobile applications, only the data recovered from Amazon-Echo-Dot
could be useful in any digital forensic research due to it is possible to compile the
owner’s ID name and the shopping list. On the other hand, Google-Home-Mini through
the analysis of its mobile application, only recovered the owner Gmail account.

The second is where the web-cloud activity was analysed; it separated into two parts,
web-browsing activity and APIs analysing. The browsing activity recorded in two
distinct situations; the first place was using three different web browsers (Internet
Explorer v 11, Google Chrome v 77 and Mozilla Firefox v 69) in windows home 10 as an
operating system. In this scenario, using WEFA as a digital forensic tool, it could obtain
the following data:

Cache activity: The tool could recover data only from web browser Google-Chrome for
both SPA devices, it brings the timestamp, the URL and the save field name; there is no
evidence involved the other two web browsers.

History analysis: It could collect data for Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 from two web browsers:
Internet Explorer and Google Chrome. The history analysis for Google-Home-Mini was
captured only using Internet explorer, collecting the browser name, URL, timestamp
and title, besides other data.

Cookies analysis: Captured data only for Amazon-Echo-Dot from the web browser
Google-Chrome and it shows the host, path, timestamp and name.

Search information: Only obtained data for Amazon-Echo-Dot using Internet explorer
where it is possible to see the URL, decoded URL and visit time.

The same procedure was done using a Kali-Linux machine as an operating system and
Mozilla as a web browser for both SPA devices. The analysis was based on extract
meaningful information from the database managed by the web browser; in this case,
there were ten files with sqlite extension (content-prefs.sqlite, cookies.sqlite,
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favicons.sqlite,

formhistory.sqlite,

kinto.sqlite,

permissions.sqlite,

places.sqlite,

storage.sqlite, storage-sync.sqlite, and webappsstore.sqlite), where the web browser
stores the user activity.

Analysing the databases, only four databases have data related to the SPA devices.
Databases “cookies.sqlite” and “places.sqlite” have evidence that involved both SPA
devices. Similarly, the databases “favicons.sqlite” and “permissions.sqlite” only
illustrated data related to Amazon-Echo-Dot device.

The study of web activity in summa illustrated the complicated process to obtain
meaningful information, due to every web-browser have different schemes to process
and store data. Similarly, the same web browser has a distinct data structure
depending on the operating system, as the case of the web browser “Mozilla Firefox”.
Similarly, the tool used in this studio WEFA may have some limitations to collect more
meaningful data, possibly because it is a basic version. Likewise, research forensic tools
to capture data exclusively of web activity are no common today at least in a free
version or in the evaluation period.

Besides, the user’s utterances are available for both devices using the respective cloud
services. Thus, it is possible to validate and compile the history user’s declarations
which could be significant due to the history shows the day and the hour which the
user has issued that voice command.

The last part of the forensic research involved the analysis of APIs related to the SPA
devices. Although the owner companies of both devices (Amazon and Google) have
not released public APIs to exchange data with the devices, there are some web
resources where it is possible to find these no-official APIs.

Analysing the data obtained through the no-official APIs for Amazon-Echo-dot device,
some artefacts are important to stand out. The API that collects the device info comes
with the following data: Owner´s name, Device-Account-Id, Device-Owner-CustomerId, Serial-Number, and Software-Version, among other data. The API about device
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preferences point out the following data: Device-Account-Id, Device-Address, city,
Country-Code and Device-Serial-Number. The API related to the wake-up word shows
the keyword that is used by the device to send information to Amazon-web-services.
The authentication API relate to the owner´s email of the SPA device and the customer
name. The card API presents the user´s utterances which have been recorded by the
SPA device. Finally, the last API which exhibits the network configuration could be the
most critical data due to it shows the Wi-Fi name-id and the corresponding password.

The Google-Home-Mini´s APIs showed less important data than APIs analysis made for
Amazon-Echo-dot. However, some data could be essential to mention. The API
“eureka_info” relate the bssid (address of the wireless access point), the SPA MAC
address and Wi-Fi name connection. Besides, another APIs did not collect meaningful
data, although on the Internet some forums show evidence that it is possible to obtain
important data from those resources, it seems that Google made some adjusted that is
avoiding to release that information.

Thus, for this study, the APIs analysis for digital forensic researches may bring more
essential data than either the web-browsing activity or apps analysis, speaking
exclusively of Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 device, due to reveal personal information that
could threaten the privacy and security of the device´s owner.

However, for an attacker, this compile data could be an excellent opportunity to set up
a threat to any Amazon-Echo-Dot´s owner due to with those APIs is possible to find the
physical address where is the device configure, as well as, the Wi-Fi name connection
and the corresponding password. Thus, there is no reason why Amazon should store
that data in a plain text without any protection if only compromise the household
where the device is installed.

5.4 CONCLUSION
Chapter five has analysed the data collected in section 4.1 and 4.2. The five research
questions designed in section 3.2 were answered in 5.1. Section 5.2 discussed the
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findings obtained in chapter four. The digital forensic research analysis was presented
in section 5.3.

The security penetration test and the digital forensic research performed in chapter
four have confirmed the distinct academic articles presented in chapter two (literature
Review). Separate authors and academic have pointed out the varied security issues
that face the SPA devices. Thereby, this studio complements the observations done for
the industry and academy where numerous issues were named. The distinct threats
that face the SPA devices are reals, and every stage of the SPA’s ecosystem is
vulnerable to different drawbacks. There is still a long way to fix all those security and
privacy issues. However, it suggest that those issues are opportunities to improve the
distinct technologies associated with SPA devices. Today the biggest issue is the
authentication, which is something that industry must address. Similarly, the software
of the speech recognition must be improved to solve distinct problems. The security
and privacy issues of two specific SPAs (Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 and Google-Home-Mini)
have been established, discuss and demonstrate. It hope that the information
contained in this document could be useful for future research not only related to SPA
devices but also the distinct technologies associated with the digital-personalassistant.

Furthermore, it is essential to mention that most people and household are not aware
of the distinct threats that these devices might bring to the security. Most people only
can see the advantages, but unfortunately, few users could be aware of these issues.

Finally, although the companies that build these devices have stated that the
information is fully encrypted, that information is not accurate as was demonstrated in
distinct tests. Most people believe in that statement putting the security and privacy at
risk.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and future research
6.0 INTRODUCTION

Chapter six ends the research whose target was the integrity, privacy, and security
evaluation of two SPA devices (Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 and Google-Home-Mini) and the
issues derived for that situation that could compromise user’s information. Likewise,
the second aim was to have evidence of the distinct artefacts that might be collected
to run digital forensic researches for those both gadgets.

Chapter one introduced a background around the SPA devices and the knowledge
associated with the flourishing of this new technology. The second part of chapter one
stablished the reasons to develop this topic as a thesis project. Ending chapter one, the
structure of the thesis was presented.

Chapter two explored the literature review associated with SPA devices in
concordance with the distinct threats that it faces these two devices. Several academic
articles were presented to build a framework that could indicate the flaws at the level
of security, integrity and privacy of user information managed by the SPAs. Chapter
two also has introduced the SPA’s ecosystem, where it is possible to identify and
classify those risks. Similarly, distinct academic articles were presented to support
digital forensic research in this document.

Chapter three presented distinct research methodologies, and it explained why the
ISSAF methodology was used in this research, to capture traffic, app analysis, device
scanning, web analysis and wireless traffic analysis to collect information using security
penetration tests. Likewise, the questions researches were introduced. Furthermore,
all the procedure to obtain the data since the places, physical components to perform
the security penetration tests and the steps to analyse the data were illustrated.
Finally, some limitations were presented.
Chapter four developed and carried out distinct security penetration tests. The security
penetration tests were divided into every SPA’s ecosystem stage. Thus, in the first
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ecosystem stage (interaction between user and SPA device), four security penetration
tests were carried out. The second stage of the SPA’s ecosystem, six security
penetration tests were done. Adversarial ML and adversarial NLP attacks were
described in phase three of the SPA´s ecosystem, where it demonstrated the
deficiencies that face these two devices. The digital forensic tests relate the distinct
threats which are associated with the SPA’s ecosystem in stage four.

Chapter five, in the first part, answered the five research questions. The second part
examined the findings discover in chapter four. The third part raised the outcomes of
the digital forensic tests showed in chapter four.

6.1 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

The advancement of technology in diverse human fields has driven the creation of new
physical devices. One of those new devices that have become popular is the SPA. The
target in this studio was to put in evidence the risks to which people and families that
have these devices in their households or workplaces are exposed.

The SPAs target in this studio were two, Amazon-Echo-Dot v3 and Google-Home-Mini.
Through various security penetration tests was possible established that SPA devices it
suffers from mechanisms that can provide security and confidence to the users of
those two devices. On the other hand, digital forensic research in those two SPA
devices established the complex work that is to obtain meaningful data to be
presented in a court of law.

The topic was presented in chapter one, where a background of SPA was illustrated
with its corresponding associate technologies. Similarly, the reasons why this topic was
chosen are shown in the motivation part. The conclusion part ended chapter one.

The literature review was exposed in chapter two. Various academic articles were
presented and discussed to settle a framework which supported the different security
penetration tests on both SPA devices. The multiple security penetration tests were
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divided among the distinct stages that compound the SPA’s ecosystem. Likewise, some
researches were introduced and analysed to have a procedure to collect information
to run a digital forensic examination in SPA devices.

The first part of chapter three was the presentation and discussion of specific
academic articles which gave data to validate in subsequent tests. The research
questions were presented in the second part of the section. The third part of the
chapter was dedicated to choosing the research methodology among four possible
research methodologies, among them ISSAF, OSSTMM, BHM and GNST, after the
characteristics of each methodology were exposed; this studio gave reason to choose
ISSAS as a research methodology.

In chapter four, numerous security penetration tests were performed. The security
penetration tests were divided among the distinct stages that conform to the SPA’s
ecosystem. Thus, section 4.2.1 executed four security penetration tests, which the
common factor is the interaction between the user using the voice to emit command
towards the SPA device. Section 4.2.2 developed a total of six security penetration
tests which validated how the SPA transmits and manager internally the data emit by
the users. Part 4.2.3 analysed the weaknesses associated with speech recognition;
specifically, the issues related to the adversarial ML and adversarial NLP.

In chapter five, the first part, the research questions were answered. The second part
of chapter five presented and analysed the finding. The result of the digital forensic
investigation was exposed in the third part of this chapter.

What can we do as end-users to mitigate or improve our security and privacy in the
face of SPA risks?

There are some ways as end-users we can apply to reduce the risk that we face to the
SPA.
•

Do not share personal information with the SPA devices.
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•

Unplugged the device if nobody is using it.

•

Educate people about the risk of using those devices.

•

Do not install apps from third parties.

•

Install the device in places where it cannot be manipulated by external agents

6.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

The target of this study was to have evidence that could indicate the flaws in the
security and privacy of two specific SPA devices. Although were made various security
penetration tests that put in evidence the drawbacks of those devices; some
limitations were found during the elaboration of this document that prevented
collecting more valuable information to improve the results of this work.

In chapter two – literature review-, it was possible to find numerous academic articles
that addressed the security issues of SPA devices. However, the researches related to
the topic of digital forensic analysis related to SPA devices are limited compared with
the security penetration tests. Similarly, most of the articles that mention the digital
forensic part have limitations, and there is not enough information that might be
reproduced in the real world. In other words, there is no sustainable evidence to
indicate that what these studies claim can be replicated or in some cases are only
statements.

Teardown of the SPA devices, also, it was out of this research due to the lack of
qualified training to carry out that task in dividing the physical components of the SPA
devices; also, there were either no specific tools to develop this activity or a place to
execute this work.

Chapter four exposed some limitations for this research. The execution of the security
penetration test 4.2.1.2 (Hidden voice command), after reading all the documentation
related to this weakness, it was clear that to have a successful attack some specific
hardware must use which it was not in the scope of this research for time and budget.
Another security penetration test that had some difficulties to be reproduced it was
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indecipherable sound (4.2.1.4). The reason is that before launching the attack, the
voice command must be recorded and modified by an application to avoid being
recognised by the human ear but yet available to be processed by the SPA device.
Although it was possible to alter the voice command enough to be undeciphered by
user´s ear, it could not be accepted by the SPA. In this manner, to have a successful
attack is mandatory to use specific software, which is out of this research by time and
financial resources.

Similarly, digital forensic research had some limitations that are important to stand
out. This work could establish that there is currently no significant number of free or
validation tools that are exclusive to capture information from web browsers. Also, it
was not possible to make a memory dump to obtain information related to SPA
devices when the users use them via web browsers.

6.4 FUTURE RESEARCH

This last point of this chapter mentions the possibilities that bring this study to
elaborate on new ideas and improve the knowledge around the distinct technologies
associated with the SPA devices.

Even though the information compiled, generated and analysed in this document may
be valuable, there are still many drawbacks and issues that SPA devices and associated
technologies are facing; and that this document could not encompass. Thus, new
research may continue with the information contained in this document.

The most popular SPA devices are the Amazon-Echo-Dot and Google-Home-Mini
(studied in this document). However, there are more SPA devices in the market with
distinct operating systems and physical characteristic, such as HomePad of Apple,
which could be interesting to analyse and compare with the other ones.

Considering that these devices become more popular, new threats are more likely to
develop. Thus, for example, this investigation only covered one type of attack related
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to the Bluetooth component. However, Bluetooth technology today faces not only one
threat but several which might reveal valuable information from those devices.

Disassemble the SPA devices could improve significantly the data collected that is
managed by the SPA devices. However, the challenge is high, due to it have to
overcome different obstacles, among them; knowledge to separate the SPA into its
physical elements; specific tools to dissemble the devices; manual skills to manage the
tools properly and, a special place to develop this work.

Another door that may open this work is the option to execute a deep studio in voice
recognition and how to avoid threat as adversarial ML and adversarial NLP risks. Since
shortly voice recognition will not only be in SPA devices but also in cars, smart homes,
for example. Thus, a deep understanding of the disadvantages and advantages
associated with voice recognition applications could bring a new field of the studio to
analyse and reduce possible security flaws.

Similarly, digital forensic research could lead to another future research since the
collection of artefacts in this document was tight. Thus, a studio of digital forensic
tools focusses solely in recovery data of web activate – specifically of SPA devices –
could generate knowledge which may be used in other forensic researches. In the
same way, this study exposure that every web browser, even in the distinct operating
system, has a different means to store, manage and save user’s web activity. Due to
those consequences, a general studio about how the web browsers store, manipulate
and preserve the data may prompt a general framework to help the digital forensic
researcher.

Finally, an in-depth study of user information protection policies, managed by
companies such as Amazon and Google, could point out new risks to the information
managed by those companies relate to the SPAs.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1. Evidence of installation of APPS applications into the mobile phone nexus
four with the respective information can found in the next pictures.

Type of mobile-phone and android version

Version Amazon Alexa app
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The version of Google-Home-Mini app

Appendix 2. Logging into the website (https://alexa.amazon.com) using three distinct
web browsers using windows 10 home as operating system.

Figure - Login to Google browser

Figure - Login to Firefox browser

170

Figure - Login to IE (Internet explorer) browser
Logging into the website (https://myactivity.google.com/myactivity) using three
distinct web browsers using windows 10 home as operating system.

Figure - Login to Google browser

Figure - Login to Firefox browser
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Figure - Login to IE (Internet explorer) browser

Appendix 3. Open a session for both devices into a Kali-Linux using Firefox as web
browser.

Figure

Figure

Appendix 4. Data obtained running no official APIs for Amazon Alexa.
Appendix 5. List of non-official APIs for Google-Home-Mini from the web site
https://rithvikvibhu.github.io/GHLocalApi/#top
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http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/eureka_info
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/get_app_device_id
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/offer
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/assistant/check_ready_status
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/supported_timezones
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/supported_locales
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/test_internet_download_speed
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/assistant/set_night_mode_params
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/reboot
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/assistant/notifications
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/assistant/a11y_mode
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/assistant/alarms
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/assistant/alarms/delete
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/assistant/alarms/volume
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/user_eq/set_equalizer
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/bluetooth/status
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/bluetooth/get_bonded
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/bluetooth/bond
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/bluetooth/discovery
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/bluetooth/scan
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/bluetooth/scan_results
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/bluetooth/connect
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/configured_networks
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/scan_wifi
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/scan_results
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/connect_wifi
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/forget_wifi
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/NOTICE.html.gz
http://<google-home-ip>:8008/setup/icon.png
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